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Gary Duehr
F r a n k ’s A

m e r ic a

This is the other ’Merica, where brims o f hats
& lids o f eyes slant
downward: w hat they want
is for their face to be a perfect m ask
while their fingers work
defiantly to pry it o ff By die seldom light
o f pool halls & funerals
they offer hom age to w hat m ight
become, & has been. Their age is that
o f fluted colum ns m ade o f lim estone, marble.
W hen die rest o f America
kick its shoes o ff by the hassock
by die glow o f RCA, & loosens from its neck
that knot, their day begins: go, juke,
go! Pum p your ripe aorta
till sawdust seethes to paint the air, & all forget
exacdy why they’re here— that awful weight.
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Gary Duehr
B a by

I’ve got a dog. T hat dog
is mean. It’s been specially trained
by Uncle Sam to maim & kill. You can see it
in its eyes: pure, blind
hatred, unadorned, like a god
who hates humanity & wants to wipe us out
just because we’re here. Because
someone comes too close
within its leash’s range, or reaches out to pet
its nose. I’ve seen wrists snap
like a chicken neck. But I’m not the only one
who trained it, others
w / a stick or piece o f barbed wire helped—
taunting w ithout mercy while I held
its leather harness,
murm uring o’er & o ’er into its fuzzy ear:
I’m the only one w ho’ll ever care.
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I K n e w L arry H

in j o s

TH IS WAS W H E N I was bartending in southeastern M ontana.
I’d love to say it was in Ekalaka, which wasn't far, but I ’d be lying
for the good sound o f it. This was when I worked at the Melt
D ow n Lounge, down in the very corner pocket o f the state, and
had friends that I normally w ouldn't— like Larry H injos— be
cause I’m educated, from suburban Seattle, and twenty-nine years
old. But in tending bar you develop relationships with people
you w ouldn’t otherwise, and from tins group a minority o f good
friends emerged.
The time it took to get to know someone in that one room
bar was compressed. It reminded me o f die speedy reality o f
falling in love with a strange woman on a cross-country road
trip, say a friend o f a friend you caught a ride with around the
holidays, unspooling your best stories over highway miles and
com ing back lovers.
O n several intoxicated m om ents in the Melt D ow n I con
fided a num ber o f my best sms, but mosdy I did the nodding
and listening. Then after several m onths, and after I'd been the
final voice in a num ber o f football related arguments, I was ac
cepted. This despite my education, which was real, and my afflu
ent upbringing, which wasn’t— it was assumed. You could feel
the custom ers’ thoughts w hen a twenty second spot for a univer
sity came on during a college football game: all opportunity in
this world was directly proportionate to how much dough you
had. O r more likely, your family had. The American D ream was
as dead as winter road kill here, and I couldn’t blame them.
I’d spent half o f the ’90s studying at a private college in Olym
pia, Washington, where after class we’d pile into a bar with every
one com peting to know the saltiest barfly, trying to out bluecollar-sympathize each other. Some o f us drank on student loans,
and others on stacks o f singles from running pizzas. But m ost
8
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boozed on the hard money our folks had socked away years ear
lier, a time when the pragmatism o f an early suburban marriage
and a job at the furniture store had precluded their own realities
o f college. We were the vicarious dreams o f our parents’ second
born, and condescendingly we worshiped the drinking class— a
class I later became very much ingrained and respected in.
There wasn’t much to my moving, other than I graduated
and had no plans, and my sister was bored and invited me out for
the summer. I arrived wanting to relax and get through a stack
o f books, maybe listen to some baseball on a small radio on the
porch.
My sister ended up moving to Sheridan where my brotherin-law got a better job, and I ended up renting a cheap apartm ent
across the street from the Melt Down and drinking instead o f
reading and there you had me: behind the bar, not always laun
dered but tucked in, jeans with a belt, expensive sneakers, staring
over the meaty heads o f customers while trying to find the Bronco
game on the dish.
Now studying comparative literature and finding a life in the
strata o f lower middle class America aren’t mutually exclusive, I
know. But we cohabitate with our own, and I should have gone
to graduate school. I should have been disheveled to perfection
in my retro collars and baggy chinos, obsessing over a m anu
script in some tiny office.
Yet I did not, and tins divergence from a prescribed life seems
a lone and discernible fact that me and Larry Hinjos, the tomatoround Oglala Sioux postman, shared.
“Hey, it’s the King!” he’d shout when Elvis came on the juke
box. O ut came the tiny air guitar and pelvis thrusting. “It’s the
King, Goddamit!”
This was when I was twenty-nine, before I quit and moved
back to college town Washington, before I imposed a break from
the Johnny Walker Black and yellow rails o f speed o ff o f the
Rock-A-Hula Elvis mirror in the back room. This was before I
left southern Montana and added some normalcy to my life.
Evelyn Zimmerm an was in her forties and went by Zz. There
were a lot o f surnames thrown around the bar, mostly to distin
guish between the multitudes o f Cathys and Mikes, but also these
Fall 2001
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names had a richness and oddity that added dimension: Hinjos,
Skoog, Mugass, New, Elko.
Zz would study my face from the side as I served somebody
their drink, but as soon as I’d look back towards her she’d look
quickly into the m irror behind the bar, grinning. It was her joke
or flirt or whatever, and we’d go through that charade at least
once a shift.
Z z’s hair was big and blonde, cumulus even, and very fake. As
she drank, so did her coiffure, sliding about her head like a party
hat on a pumpkin. Zz drank Cuervo and soda, always, in a high
ball glass with four straws, and she had a fifteen-year-old daugh
ter named Zoey who would pick her up from the bar. Zoey had
those far-apart eyes that can only look good on women.
Zz was almost six feet tall and because o f the makeup and asspants and general boozy dem eanor she was often mistaken for a
whore.
“W hat?” I’d hear her scream. “You want what?”
I’d walk down. N ext to her would be a little man in his late six
ties, drunk on Brandy, and trying to hide in his oversized windbreaker.
“You gotta go man,” I’d say.
“I didn’t mean . . . “
“G otta go.”
It was always Larry Hinjos who started the chant. It would
begin as a suggestion. A m inor sound quieter than the hum o f
the ice machine.
“Eighty-Six. Eighty-Six.”
Zz wouldn’t do anything m ore than straighten up and primp
her wig, pretending she’d been insulted somewhere deep down,
yet I believe that deep stirring was something else. I believe it
was more a pride in the fact we’d stuck up for her fading honor.
“Eighty-Six. Eighty-Six!”
Elear the rising unison o f the voices, the whole happy hour
regular crowd sm othering Elvis’ “Blue Christmas” on the juke
box.
“Eight-Six. Eighty-Six!”
See it: Larry Hinjos now pounding on the bar with such an
enlightened and mirthful grin that all the features o f his face
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angled into it. In these times I’d say nothing, didn’t need to. I’d
just take the guy’s drink and wash the glass out.
“Eight-Six! Eighty-Six!’
The guy would either leave or be shown the door. The cops
were never called. If he retaliated I had the butt end o f a busted
pool cue— stenciled in a filigree o f roses and vines— that I’d
brandish. We called this The Bouquet.
Actually all this happened only once. Larry had a half nelson
on the old guy. H e’d become so incensed about being cut o ff
that he was attempting a maneuver over the bar.
“You little faggot!” he screamed. His tongue writhed pink
outside o f his m outh, licking his mustache between words. “I’ve
been drinking here since before you were born!”
Somehow he squirmed loose from Larry and made an o ff
balance lunge, sending drinks and change flying in ten directions.
For a m om ent he was high-centered on the bar, then as he con
tinued his somersault I touched him with The Bouquet— a quick
little whap! that mostly got ear.
O u t o f the five fights I’ve been in (dating back to that devas
tating loss to Charlie Hayes and his awful handful o f worms in
the third grade) this is the only one I ever won. I don’t count the
one against Larry Hinjos.
The Melt D own Lounge was beautiful and sturdy, with ocean
gray plaster walls and recessed pill-shaped windows. A lone Pabst
neon in one o f the windows would pull in clouds o f mosquitoes
during the summer. The floor was recycled from an old basket
ball gym, and a red three-point line curved from the pool table
to the juke box like one o f those lines painted on the floors o f
hospitals that tell you where to go. The walls were hung with
hunting and fishing photos o f people nobody knew. The juke
box was never broken for more than a day.
I’m as white as a calendar and will be bald, chubby and prob
ably an alcoholic in full when this decade ends. They say you
look at your m other’s family for tilings like personal magnetism
and inclinations towards hooch, and so yep, the bald, chubby
and thirsty women o f my m other’s side have passed their legacy
to me. You look at our faces and it’s like staring into a fascinating
landscape made o f milk. We look exactly like w hat people deFall 2001
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rived and ham m ered up o n in central W ashington, then m oved to
suburban Seattle, look like.
T he alcoholic w om en in the M elt D ow n were sim ilar to the
drinking w om en in my family, and m aybe I felt that I owed them
som ething, a m easure o f w it or charity that w ould allow us to
feel som ething m ore than just being aftern o o n strangers d rin k 
ing together.
These w om en w ere funnier than they were sad. They changed
hairstyles three times a year. T h eir bodies seem ed im possible for
their legs, like the Planters Peanut m aybe; and for these m others
I ’d show a so n ’s love, charging h a lf price if anything at all.
Last year on the aftern o o n o f the K entucky D erby I was
collecting wagers and p u ttin g them in this old po rk pie h at we
kept on top o f the cash register. Carroll was there. It was Sunday
and her day to give free hair cuts— monjobs, H injos called them —
o u t back w ith her rickety clippers. G race was there too, fram ed
as usual in a grand dangle o f turquoise jewelry. T hey were w ait
ing for Z z to arrive from the flea m arket, a dusty event o u t at the
fair grounds that she attended religiously.
“Maybe she’s at hom e,” said G race, and w ent behind the bar
to use the phone.
H a lf an h o u r later Z im m erm an w alked in, wig-pile sloping to
one side and an ow l-em broidered sw eater stretched slack around
the neck. From the flea m arket sh e’d b o u g h t a lam p m ade o f
plastic seashells, a silver serving tray, and a single, ornately carved,
table leg. As she neared the bar I noticed h er b o tto m lip, though
badly swollen, was still freshly covered w ith lipstick.
Z z and her daughter Zoey lived in a shitty little prefab duplex
o u t by the airstrip w here die crop dusters landed. T hey occupied
one h a lf o f the duplex while Z z stored her antiques in the other.
She ow ned dungs diat w ould never fit in die kind o f spaces she
and her daughter rented. Z z had everything b u t the m ansion and
the hill. T he duplex itself was boxy and brow n, and instead o f
stairs leading to the front do o r it had a sw itchback handicap ramp.
T he yard, having already overgrow n a m icrowave the size o f a
television, was now w orking on a spongy hide-a-bed.
I once spent an afternoon w ith Larry H m jos insulating and
chinking the place. T he walls w ere o f cheap sheet rock, and die
12
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whole structure seemed to be rotting from the inside out. That
afternoon we’d installed foam strips, beads o f caulk, and jammed
newspapers into the wall in an effort to fill the cracks and gaps
that marbled the place. Every room reeked o f burnt microwave
popcorn.
Zoey had watched us work from the couch, at first glowering
at us past the television while drinking a cheap Dr. Pepper imita
tion called Dr. Thirst. I remember the red can and the counter
feit lettering. That and the roar o f a laugh track from the televi
sion.
Sometimes Zz had men out there, but seldom was it anybody
from town. There were always men in and around die Melt Down,
mostiy laborers and seasonal workers: Carnies with hilarious trav
elogues and methampthetamines, Mexicans in cowboy hats up
from Texas to work the summer wheat, sun-bleached blonde
construction workers trying to make enough to get fardier away
from Billings. There were always men, and tiiey came to die bar
to drink and attack die heart o f the night with Zz or Grace or
Carroll— diese women successfully living lives younger than their
own.
But die day Z z’s lip was swollen, the day o f die Kentucky
Derby, was die day she’d been beaten. It had happened before,
and it never mattered who because they’d be long gone. I never
called the cops because diey were just as dangerous to everybody
involved, especially the victims.
Zz found her place at the bar and set her dungs— die lamp,
the silver tray, the table leg— in front o f her. I poured her a te
quila and soda in a chimney glass with four straws. She wrote a
check for five dollars.
N obody knew what to say or how to start. Beyond her bro
ken lip and disheveled hair, I noticed a smear in her eye shadow—
a detail she’d never overlook.
“The lamp was only four bucks, so I said w hat die hell,” Zz
said. “I think it’s from Mexico or something.”
Larry Hinjos walked in and sat at the odier end o f die bar.
His whole being seemed to exhale when he made it to his bar
stool. O ur routine, invariably, was while I poured Stoli into a
shaker with ice and limes, he’d load the juke box up with early
Elvis. The rockabilly stuff with Scotty Moore on guitar. As the
Fall 2001
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first song came on I shook the vodka until the tips o f my fingers
were cold, then squeezed the spines o f several lemon slices into
a rocks glass. I poured double shots for us. Several seeds swirled
to the top.
Serving an alcoholic his first drink after an eleven-hour day—
in Larry’s case humping fifty-pound sacks of mail all over town—
had a sense o f significance matched only by the booze high it
self.
“Hey, it’s the King,” said Larry, gesturing back over his shoul
der to the jukebox. Between songs you could hear the mechani
cal arm select the next CD.
Larry Hinjos was everybody’s friend. I didn’t have to worry
about playing bartender-psychologist or fnend-to-the-lonely-guy
with him. As soon as he found the stool he wanted and emptied
his pockets o f checkbooks and sunglasses onto the bar, he be
gan holding court: rolling dice, guffawing, slapping backs and
punching arms. You felt lucky and good to be there.
After another Stoli shot with Larry, I walked back down to
Zz. Carroll and Grace flanked her closely. Zz hadn’t touched her
drink.
“This isn’t real silver but w ho’d know? You know?” Zz said.
H er voice was thinning. Something was rushing forward behind
it.
“This table leg is done so well that . . . I thought maybe you
could just put this on the wall all its own . . . look at it . . . it’s
beautiful.”
We remained silent, waiting for her charade to weaken and
expose some emotional nub. We knew our job: listen and drink.
I stared out the pill-shaped windows into the parking lot. N oth
ing moved. Elvis sang and 1 tried to make a connection in that
way that you do when you need a song to explain your life to you.
Then it came, sobbing. H er hair moved with the cries. Carroll
and Grace moved in closer and embraced her from either side.
This went on for a long time.
“The m otherfucker didn’t even give me a chance!” she
screamed.
She cried for a long time. I washed glasses at the other end o f
the bar. I pretended to really inspect them before lining them up
behind the bar in their tidy rows.
14
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“The motherfucker got me in the bathroom! W hat a shit!
D idn’t even give me a chance to escape! Cornered me in the
bathroom! Where am I supposed to go? You know? Nowhere to
fucking go! H e’s in front o f the door! D idn’t even give me a
chance. N ot a window or nothing Fucking bastard coward.”
I opened myself a bottle o f beer for something to do. I caught
Z z’s eye for a moment, then stared blankly towards the pool
table. Somebody had left fifty cents on the rail.
Coldly, ashamedly, I understood right at that m om ent, as I do
now, that I didn’t have to be a part o f any o f this. I had my
remove. Someday when I was gone this would be only material
to me, words whored out onto a page that rendered the event
history. And subsequently bogus.
Larry Hmjos was Oglala Sioux, was as Sioux as the day is long,
yet it seemed almost an accident that he lived here not thirty
miles from the Powder River and the Little Big H orn.
Born in Rapid City, he was adopted by M ormons who moved
him to Idaho Falls. Eleven years later he ran away to Salt Lake
City. From there he spent the following twenty five years yoyoing up and down California, first working at a donut shop in
Hollister and then one in Bakersfield. He moved to Palm Springs
and married a woman who had a pool cleaning business. Then
he moved back to Bakersfield, divorced, and bought the donut
shop. Six months later he sold the donut shop. In the ’80s he
drifted as a maintenance man on the California county fair cir
cuit, was a roadie for a Led Zeppelin cover band called Stairway
to Heaven, and worked in a video store. For a year he managed a
Chuck E Cheese in suburban Sacramento where he tried Jesus,
twice, got bored and discovered Elvis and chilled vodka. H ow he
ended with the post office back here in southern M ontana I had
no idea, but there were worse fates than working a government
job and having a good bar.
Before I met Larry he’d been a volunteer out at the Custer
battlefield, riding in the reenactments every June. To hear him
tell it, the whole production was about reinforcing that famous
reprint you’ve seen in junior high textbooks and on the walls o f
Wyoming bars. In the image the wounded are strewn everywhere.
H orses run w ithout riders. In one hand Custer is firing a reFall 2001
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volver and in die other he’s swinging a saber. His flaxen hair
blows as if there is a wind machine just o ff camera. H e’s a rock
star. The dead are at his feet.
After a decade o f role playing Larry had had enough o f this
revisionism— asshole as martyr— and one day he decided to
amend die production. Every year it had been the same fucking
routine. Phase one: die initial circling. Phase two: die dismount.
In phase three he fired two shots diat never hit anybody. Phase
four included his big war cry that was less daunting than it was a
cue to get plugged, every sum m er like clockwork, by die same
cavalry trooper with the blonde mustache.
“G od I hated that fuck!”
For the remainder o f die batde he was to lay there, staring at
the cloudless white sky Boring. Especially considering diat Larry
felt that, had he actually been at the batde o f the Litde Bighorn,
he would have kicked no uncertain ass.
So on a day in late June, an afternoon wracked with m osqui
toes, having had enough, Larry rode direcdy into die batde’s in
ner circle. G oing against the script he failed to dism ount, refused
further to fall at the hands o f the blonde mustache, and contin
ued to charge. He rode through die phalanx o f die 7th Cavalry,
all clad in royal blue with yellow piping, rode over the already
dead and the impending, past the tomahawks and pistol butts o f
the hand to hand com bat circle, and upon The Man himself.
This took very littie time, and before any o f it could be figured,
Larry had reared back and dropped General George with a bar
room haymaker. The tourist families watched as he stood di
recdy over out-cold Custer, squawking at him just as M uhamm ad
All used to adm onish the collapsed.
“T hat guy who played Custer tried to blind side me in a bar in
Powell about a year after that,” Larry told me. “D runk dnng.
You know bar fights, so few punches ever connect. This one
didn’t, kind o f glanced o ff my shoulder. I didn’t even see it com 
ing. I thought it was somebody tapping me on the shoulder. The
Custer hairdo wasn’t real you know, it was a wig. I don’t know
about the mustache. I don’t know if it was a glue-on or if I
knocked die real dnng o ff his face.”
Zoey was diere in the Melt D ow n picking up her mother. Zz was
16
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too drunk to drive, which says a lot in a state where; distances are
so uncluttered and w ithout margin that drunk driving accidents
usually entail a dog or a garbage can.
I doubt Zoey had a permit, but she docked her m others brown
Monte Carlo with such aplomb that I could tell none o f this
was new to her.
I got her a can o f Pepsi from the cooler and poured it in a
pint glass with ice and cherries. She dug in her m other’s purse
and pulled out a five to pay for it. Fading mauve fingernail pol
ish, a good idea one night, chipped o ff in flakes and made her
hands look veteran and sad.
Larry made a loud, funny noise from the other end o f the
bar. He was still wearing his blue post office shirt and navy blue
shorts. His tube socks went up to his knees. Everybody sitting
around him was grooving with their heads as if suddenly listen
ing to Elvis for the first time.
“T hat’s Scotty Moore on guitar,” he beamed. He always said
this, and after a while it meant something to me as well. Fhe air
guitar Larry Hinjos played was about the size o f a ukulele.
I told Zoey that the coke was on me. She smiled and said
thanks, and then said my name. This surprised me. Though we
were aware o f each other we’d never met. W hen she came to
pick up her m other she always stayed in the parking lot. Later we
figured out that we’d probably talked a dozen times on the phone
w ithout knowing it.
Zoey stuck around for a while that night. I gave her singles
for the jukebox and refreshed her cherry cokes. At two I helped
with getting her m other to the car. When Zoey, tiny behind the
wheel, got halfway across the parking lot she turned the head
lights on. Instantly a column o f falling snow was illuminated.
Until then, I had not noticed the night’s weather.
I could give you an encyclopedia o f facts about Larry Hinjos. I
could rub them into a sentimental biography, but I want die man
to make sense to me.
Three o f the five anecdotes here I witnessed first hand. One
o f them I saw happen to an uncle o f mine back in Washington,
and die fifth I stole from the television show Bonanza. But the
following went down, absolutely.
Fall 2001
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Icl been commandeering the jukebox all afternoon to much pro
test. I was trying to play what I thought Montanans liked, Waylon
Jennings for example, but everyone whined. They wanted TV
country. Billy Ray Cyrus in Reeboks and fluffy hair. The whole
neocountry scene seemed to me an awful lot like the contrived
L.A. Glam Rock scene o f the ’80s. All image. The fact that Johnny
Cash had denounced Nashville and that both Hoyt Axton and
Townes Van Zandt were both recently dead meant little to my
customers. They didn’t want the history o f Americana, they
wanted music video: Brooks & D unn balladeenng in the rain,
Clint Black next to a fire on a beach, Garth Brooks jumping
around a stage in a dumb shirt and a drive-through headset.
“Whaaaaaaat is this shit!” bellowed Larry. ‘W here’s the ICing?”
I took money from the register and punched the jukebox up
with plenty o f Elvis. I knew nobody would give Larry shit.
Two guys I’d never seen before were sitting down by the bar’s
elbow and drinking Early Times. I began pouring them stiff when
1 realized that the gentleman who was staring blankly through
me also had a collapsible cane in his lap.
About an hour and three drinks later the blind man began
yelling, “ Fucking coward, hit me!” He stood and stared blankly
at his buddy. His friend tried to hush him, telling him to just cool
it and sit down. “C’mon, you haven’t even touched this drink,”
he said.
I realized they were both probably drunk when they came in.
N ot that that was a crime in my mind.
“No, fuck that, hit me. Pussy.” The bar went silent save for a
guy who was still telling this nothing story about die guys who
poured the concrete in his driveway. I felt the pressure to do
something widi my hands, to wipe a surface or stir the ice bin.
“Hey you guys,” I said.
“You won’t fucking hit a blind man will you, will you!” he
shouted. His friend stared ahead.
‘Y ou won’t pay a blind man enough fucking respect to hit
him in the face, will you? Will you?” The blind man took a swing
diat skimmed his friend’s shoulder.
“Hey!” I yelled. “N ot in here. N o chance.”
“You hit me then.”
18
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He turned to me. His countenance drew past me. Outside o f
the blank stare there was no way by looking at the m ans eyes to
see that he was blind. They were not milky or wandering, but
intense and a deep brown. I had nothing to base this on, but I
believed he hadn’t been blind his whole life.
“Rich, please,” said his friend.
“You, my man, bartender, hit me. H it me right here and I’ll
tip you a hundred dollars. Here it is. A hundred bucks. It s yours.
Take it. You don’t have the balls.”
“Look man.” And that was it, all I could say. The bar, needing
some response, stared at me. I had none. I didn’t know what it
meant not to have the balls to hit a blind man.
“I’ll fucking do it,” said Larry. “Be honored.” He was o ff his
bar stool in an instant and offering his hand to Rich. Larry guided
the blind m an’s palm into his own.
“I’m Larry Hinjos.”
“Rich Becker.”
“Pleasure.”
“Likewise.”
“I’m going to need a couple o f shots here,” said Larry. Im 
mediately I went to work with the vodka, thankful for having
something to do.
“I’ll hit you, man. You sure?” asked Larry.
“Yes.”
“I’m an Indian you know. You have problems getting decked
by a Red Man?”
“1 don’t care if you’re green.”
Larry laughed, “All right, let’s do this right then. W hat are you
drinking?”
As I poured up the shots, Larry and some others went about
clearing stools and tables away. The silence in the bar had surren
dered to incredulous chuckles. I he two did their shots with a
slight wheeze and grimace.
“Give me your left hand, blind man,” said Larry.
Rich held out his arm and Larry secured it with his own. Left
looking left. “You got a good grip? You gotta hold tight.”
“Yeah, I gotta hold.”
“D on’t let go. I w on’t let go o f you.”
“Ok.”
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“You holding tight?”
Rich nodded his head.
“O k, then you go first blind man. You punch first.”
A huge grin came across Rich’s bearded face. H e bunched his
right fist and raised it waist high.
“I ain’t going anywhere,” said Larry. “H old tight.”
Rich reached out and placed Larry’s face, then he reared back
and caught Larry square in the jaw. It made that nauseating mush
sound that real life punches have.
Larry went back on his heels but held on. H e said nothing,
evening his eyes and making firm his grip on Rich’s forearm. He
connected with a right that exploded Rich’s lip. I went for a towel.
A m om ent later Rich came back with a glancing blow that did
little damage to Larry’s nose, then Larry connected again with
Rich’s lip. The thing was trashed with blood now in his beard
and all over the front o f his t-shirt.
Rich spit on the floor and squeezed Larry’s forearm until it
was white, then caught Larry just under his right eye. This made
him smile. Larry’s knees buckled but he didn’t go down, Rich
w ouldn’t let him.
The next blow caught Rich on the chin and split that open
too.
Larry closed his eyes for the com ing punch. Rich hit him so
hard this time that when Larry hit the floor he went down on
top o f him. Then they were helping each other up and locking
forearms.
“T hat’s the way to hit, baby!” yelled Larry Hinjos.
This w ent on in otherwise silence for another minute or so.
Maybe ten blows in all, som ething outrageous. N either o f them
went down. The other w ouldn’t allow it. By the end they were
both laying propped up against the door to the office with ice
packs, blood soaked rags, and fresh cocktails. Rich’s buddy, a
man you knew spent his life trying to keep Rich from harm ’s
way, was infinitely relieved it was finally over. Everybody else
laughed. Elvis sang loud. Larry found a loose tooth way in the
back o f his m outh and played with it. Rich continued spitting
blood over the top o f his demolished lip. There was a slow bruise
developing under Larry’s eye.
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They laughed so hard together that blood and snot ran in a
single rope from Rich’s nose. He had no idea as it pooled in his
lap, a gory image that had Larry in such hysterics it sent him out
to the parking lot, coughing. And then vomiting.
I followed him out there and uncoiled the hose from the side
o f the bar. D oubled over with an ice pack on his eye and white
vomit at his feet, he laughed and laughed and soon I was too,
slapping the hose against the ground.
I turned the hose on and pushed the b arf across the parking
lot. Nasty business. The trick was to get the stream angle low
enough on it so you could move it all the way to the curb. Min
utes later I admired the job I’d done. Where the vomit had been
was now just wet, black pavement worthy o f parking. Then I
aimed the hose on die Skylark, and as Larry protested that the
car had never been washed and that the windows were rolled
down, I turned it on him, watching him flee on all fours back
into the bar.
I’d been up for nearly two days doing speed in the back office
between working doubles, but I felt all right. I knew that when I
finally went down I’d sleep a long time.
I had already been thinking about leaving this flat stretch o f
the country and going back to Olympia, so it w ouldn’t be fair to
say that die events drat transpired were a clean cause o f which
leaving was die effect. It’s more oblique dian diat, and it always
is.
Some college friends called and said they had this tiny laun
dry room connected to die back o f their house diey’d rent me
for cheap. Plus there was a girl out there w ho’d been sending me
interesting letters. So.
I’d been up for a long time but felt ok, knowing I had another
six hours o f drinking in me that I could enjoy before crashing. I
got o ff shift at five and Larry Hinjos and I were dunking o f
driving out to this farm to check out this white buffalo that had
been advertised on Xeroxed leaflets all over town. Five bucks! it
advertised. First one born in the state in over a hundred years!
“We gotta check this out,” said Larry. As a Sioux he wasn’t so
much indignant over die exploitation o f this sacred symbol as he
was amused. Back when he’d tried Jesus in Sacramento, at die
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height o f his apostasy, he too had made light o f the paganism o f
his ancestors.
W hat m ost made the flyer interesting were the disclaimers:
Real Thing! N o Bleach! N o Paint! N o Fake Hides!
We howled at the image o f some poor fucker out in a clear
ing trying to whiten a buffalo. H e’s roll-painting its sides, he’s
pouring his fourth bottle o f bleach on the sizzling beast. N ow
he’s draping llama hides over it, fastening it underneath with
bungee cords.
We were high and had the giggles, yeah, and Larry was doing
crank with me which animated him even more, but even still
these images tore right through us and we laughed until those
around us moved away.
Before we piled into Larry’s Skylark we got a twelver o f
Rainier. Zz called the bar and said she was having a barbecue out
at her place and that everybody was welcome.
We never made it to see the white buffalo. We hit a couple
more bars instead. Like so many plans hatched in a bar— designs
o f fishing or a road trip, softball, whatever— they fizzled into
simply more drinking.
W hen we arrived there were a dozen people in the yard drink
ing and taking in the warm twilight. My eyes kept drifting over to
the small airstrip that was a hundred yards beyond Z z’s place. It
was marked with a dozen red lights lining either side o f the run
way. Just beyond it was a towering antennae with a pulsing red
light on top. The light faded in and out so fluidly that you couldn’t
tell if it was ever all the way off. It was a simple b u t fascinating
tlung to stare at stoned, and I did for a while when Zoey wan
dered out into the yard with a plastic cup full o f strawberry wine.
“H ey Zoey. WTat’s shakin’?” I said lamely.
“N othing,” she said. We talked about the party for a while.
She did not roll curly-cues in her hair with her fingers or kick at
the dirt. She did not look away when talking or drink too much
with each raising o f the cup, as I did.
Z z’s place marked a solitary dot in the m idst o f incredible em p
tiness. It was one o f three or four structures that broke up the
landscape. Maybe it was because dusk is a poetic time, with all
the light falling out o f the day, that I felt that this flatness was
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supposed to mean something to me. Things that you’d never
notice in town— a leaning fence with a yellow Billings Gazette
box on it, a neat orchard-row o f Cypress serving as a windbreak—
these became something more in this space. And the grasslands
surrounding Z z’s were so massive and easy that you could imag
ine taking o ff in any direction. Driving roadless, say, on a swath
blazed by those huge towers that shouldered power cables across
the prairie.
O f the people at the party, m ost I knew from the bar. Those
I did not were simply versions o f these same people who lived at
other bars.
The party was spaced between the duplex and a fire ring out
side. Some guy had a guitar but wasn’t being obnoxious about it.
He could play, but also knew when not to. Inside Zz had set up a
folding table with more booze than was fun, bowls o f cheetos
and pretzels, plastic cups and a big Tupperware bowl she kept
dum ping ice into.
Larry came in with a few other guys from the yard and we
went to the same tiny bathroom Zz had not been given a chance
to escape from months earlier. We did some speed— I lined it up
on the counter, dicing up some o f the larger, rougher chunks
into an inhalable texture. O ne o f the guys said “good shit” after
his line, though it was low-grade and tore hell tire through your
sinuses.
I couldn’t drink enough. High, my tongue metallic and thick,
I went into the yard to stare at the light on top o f the tower
again. This time it resisted its soothing rise and tade; just a noth
ing light at the end o f a road and me grinding my teeth together.
Inside the duplex somebody put on a tape o f David Allan Coe.
Zoey found me again.
“M om ’s trashed,” she said. She paused a long time after say
ing this. I could tell she was ready to say something im portant,
maybe something about me. O r at least a measured complaint
against her life.
“Yeah,” I said. My toes curled from the speed.
“D on’t you think like you’re a little young to be hanging out
with tins crowd?” she said.
“You’re probably right. But maybe I break the mold. They
respect me.”
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“You serve them drinks.”
I grinned. D id she see me in the society o f adults? O r was I
closer to her generation? Maybe I was an object o f pity, an easy
thing to confide in standing at the edge o f the yard.
I wanted to ask a provocative question. I wanted to show
Zoey that I was interested in her and Z z’s history, but mosdy I
wanted to sound sm art and attractive. N othing came out. I could
have talked for hours, but stayed silent, the speed buzzing in my
teeth and mashing my lines o f thought. I couldn’t grab a single
word from the air.
“Want to see our flea market stuff?”
I nodded and she took my hand and we walked behind the
duplex, through more weeds and around a couple o f unidentifi
able chunks o f heavy machinery in the yard. We came upon a
back door. This was the sneak away spot where I could kiss her.
I did not.
Even in the dark you could sense the space we entered was
crowded with treasures. She pulled the chain from a single bulb
and suddenly we were surrounded: paintings in garish frames,
two cuckoo clocks, a cherry wood bureau. O n a table along the
far wall was a pachinko board with a m erm aid on it.
Zoey stepped over a box o f doorknobs, around a sideboard
bar complete with several crystal decanters, and back to a rack of
gowns. I noticed they were all in tones o f green and blue.
“M om said she’d let me wear one o f these to the Kids against
Cancer dance tins summer.” She took one from die rack and
handed it over. It was well made and cut low. I imagined her
breasts squeezed together, her hair up widi a single lock tucked
behind her ear.
“W hat do you think?” she asked. She held up anodier gown,
this one with a matching scarf.
“I like it, does it fit?”
“H old on, I’ll put it on.”
It was cliche, I know. But w hat happens when it happens?
D o you lie about it because it doesn’t sound real?
She folded her jeans over the rack and knocked som ething
over in a cardboard box I couldn’t really see. H er laugh was high
on sweet wine, giggly even, and I felt dirty and old. I felt excited
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and above my head with desire. Then I felt really good and told
her that while she dressed I’d go refresh the drinks.
“The strawberry wine is in the back o f the fridge,” she said.
Back outside I stood behind the duplex regarding the darkening
sky. The initial panic o f the speed had evened out and I felt
hyper and drunk, good again.
The red light o f the airport pulsed slowly; a com forting ro
botic eye against a background o f purple. I could hear laughing,
loud, boom ing Larry Hinjos laughter. I wanted more scotch, I
wanted to see a plane land, I wanted to screw Zoey. All these
tilings were true to me, and I’d be an idiot to lie to you about
them now.
Larry was slaying everybody in the yard with his tales, as usual.
There was a circle around him, and as other people told stories I
noticed they weren’t funny until Larry laughed first. I saw one
guy drinking straight from a fifth o f Early Times who became so
giddy and confident after Larry’s ratifying laugh that the remain
der o f his story was brilliant and beyond himself.
In the kitchen I poured myself more scotch and tap water,
then I went to the fridge and pulled out the strawberry wine. I
found a red plastic cup and washed it out in the sink.
“Hey,” said Zz. She was trashed and closer to me than she’d
ever been in the bar. I could smell the funky com bination o f
Tequila and perfume. She adjusted and pooled her yellow wig.
The pinky underneath her drink stood straight out.
“Hey Zz, great party. Thanks for having us out.”
She grinned and pulled me in for a long, o ff balance hug. She
pulled my face into her shoulder and lost part o f her drink onto
the floor. It was like embracing a tipping statue.
“I have to tell you . . . I want to say . . . O k . . . “ and she
laughed until she took a deep drink o f her Tequila. She seemed
to be staring at something deep in her cup.
“Look, you’re a great guy, you really are. I know a lot o f people
down at The Melt Down say that, but I really really mean it.
You’re a great guy.”
“Thanks Zz, I think you’re great too,” I said.
“And I want you to know that if there’s anything you ever
need, or want, just ask.”
I nodded.
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“Can I be honest with you?”
“Sure Zz, what is it?”
“I don’t want this to sound weird.”
I nodded. I had no idea what she was talking about so I raised
my glass and she brought hers in. We toasted and drank long.
“I want to say that tins has nothing to with us being drunk. I
want you to know that, right?”
I nodded.
“I’m sorry. Look, Zoey is getting that age, where, I don’t know.
You know?”
I didn’t.
“You know you’re such a great guy, and I just don’t want her
losing it to some kid at school w ho’s insensitive, or doesn’t know
what he’s doing? You know? I know this is weird. But you’re
such a great guy.”
I was stunned, then drank.
“If you want to, that is, I can’t force you. I’m sorry. This is
stupid. I know,” she said, and she looked at me with such sincere
regard that the twisted love o f a thousand mothers shimmered
in her green sequin blouse. Who knows at what age and in what
space Zz had lost her virginity; who he had been, and what all
exactly revolved around that memory. All I knew was she wanted
to protect her daughter from whatever that was, and that her
love o f Zoey was far stronger than any pang o f lust I’d felt ear
lier. In the small kitchen I made us up fresh drinks and she hugged
me again.
Outside Larry Hinjos was slapping a guy on the back as he
choked and spit booze into the smoldering fire. In die storage
space Zoey wasn’t to be found. The single sixty-watt bulb was
still on and I found the lamp made o f fake shells diat Zz had
bought a couple weeks earlier. It stood on an antique coffee table
that I put our drinks on. Zoev’s clothes were rumpled on the
floor. I went outside.
“ Zoey?”
Far o ff I heard retching and coughing. When I found her in
the tall grass she was on all fours, wearing die green gown. A
stream o f spitde connected her to die cold ground.
“You ok?” I asked.
“O hh shit,” she wheezed.
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I pulled the hair in front o f her face behind her ear. Then she
was sprawled in the dirt again, so I left her alone and wandered
to the dirt airstrip. I strolled between the parallel rows o f red
lights. The sounds o f Zoey being sick lasted a while. W hen I
returned I noticed the scarf from the gown had been sacrificed
somewhere in the grass.
“Let’s get you into the bathroom ,” I said. She held on to me
with both arms around my stomach. H er left breast was firm
against my forearm . I guided her, bum ping and stum bling,
through the back door o f the duplex and into the bathroom . She
sat with her back against the wall, slouching with a bunched up
bathroom rug under her. She stared into the toilet.
“You’ll be fine,” I said.
“I feel awful,” she said. I got her some ice cubes to suck on
and she responded by dry heaving for another ten minutes. I sat
in the bathroom , my legs folded up against me, saying nothing.
Then I went outside to take a leak. I told her I’d be right back
and that she’d be fine, and closed the door o f the bathroom
softly.
O ut in the yard everyone was gone. D runken remnants ot
the party lay everywhere: bottles in the grass, a guy sleeping in
his car, the David Allan Coe tape playing back for the tenth time.
A guy I recognized from the Melt D own pulled his car up along
side the duplex. I asked him w hat was going on and he said Zz
had left with everyone to go close 1 he Point After. D id I want to
go?
I said I was fine.
Tired o f scotch, I grabbed a bottle o f Budweiser from the
fridge and w ent to look for Larry. The Skylark was parked at the
same angle. H e wasn’t in it. I walked out onto the airstrip and
followed the red parallel lights west with my eyes until they joined
into a single laser at the end o f the runway.
“Jesus Christ.”
I m eant everything. I knew right there that I would be m ov
ing. Two m onths maybe. It was one o f those small mom ents
afforded to you when you articulate decisions you’ve already made.
I would leave the fishbowl that was the Melt D own Lounge, leave
this elevated prairie that was south eastern M ontana, and I d go
back to live in college town Washington.
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I stood out there until I finished my bottle o f beer, throwing
it into die weeds lining die runway. I walked back past the fire
but still no Larry. H e’d left my ass here and went to the bar with
Zz.
I don’t know how to express what I felt next because it was
such a tumble o f contradictory impulses that I stood for a long
time, motionless in a breeze combing the grass. I no longer wanted
to fuck Zoey, or even kiss her. I wanted to ravage her, and I knew
diat I probably could widi nobody around. That she was help
less on die badiroom floor fueled my lust furdier. The idea that
I could have my way with her -and convince her later o f her con
sent utterly charged this moment. I swirled in these darknesses,
half marveled that I had the deviance to conjure them.
And then, like an undiagnosed sickness, it simply passed.
H alf hard, the whole diing turned against itself. It faded into
a terrible, abominable idea. More fickle than righteous, the source
o f all this morality was beyond me. Is beyond me still.
I’d walk to the bar they were all at. The walk and the chance
to soak in some air and plot my move to Washington would do
me good. I’d wind down tins three-day bender with some cock
tails with the gang and sleep deep into tomorrow.
I went back into the duplex to check on Zoey and make sure
she wasn’t puking on the green gown or worse.
Inside the bathroom she lay with her head on the edge o f the
toilet bowl. Beside her was Larry Hinjos. He had his cock in his
hand, and his cock was on the green o f the dress. H er eyes rolled
and her head flopped. The dirty, pink bathroom rug was bunched
between her knees. Larry’s shorts were at his ankles. He pulled
them up. Then he charged me, huge.
But it was easy. Delivering a blow hasn’t felt easy since. With
a right, I hit him mostly in the forehead. It stunned him long
enough for me to push him through die shower curtain and into
the tub. His head bounced violendy o ff o f die spigot. Zoey’s
face rolled on the toilet seat.
“ Motherfucker. Motherfucker.” I said. I tore die towel rack
o ff the wall, dien I walked out. I walked passed the Tupperware
bowl o f melted ice. I walked into the yard, past the fire and Larry’s
Skylark and onto the road. I walked for hours into the night. I
finished the speed in my pocket by inhaling it in small amounts
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scooped onto the tip o f my apartm ent key. I walked through
town and bought a bag o f Doritos at an all night convenience
store that w ouldn’t sell me beer because it was after two. Sprin
klers wet my ankles. I saw a kid in the back o f a station wagon
throwing newspapers.
W hat other inane details do you want?
I stayed up all night in my apartment, coming down and pack
ing. Somewhere m id-m orning I passed out on the couch and
didn’t wake until night. Outside it was snowing heavily. I felt like
I’d slept through two seasons.
I was leaving and that would take care o f itself. I had very
little. I could ship everything for a hundred bucks. I wasn’t wor
ried about that. I was worried as to how I was going to leave.
W hat attem pt at a decent exit could even be considered here?
I thought o f Zz, weeks back, trapped in that bathroom with
some man, drunk, a stranger really, and no way out. I thought o f
Zoey, stunning, at the Kids against Cancer dance in a gown be
yond her years. Then I made a pot o f coffee and sat at the win
dow for a long time, watching my packed boxes do nothing. I
needed something unifying. O u t the window I told myself to
watch the snow slant under the streetlight where you could see it
best, but ended up reading an old sports page instead.
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Brandi Homan

A

g n o s t ic

I was in love with her then.
All daisies and dancing.
At night sometimes,
she’d run around our room
in blue cotton underwear,
shrieking like metal.
Unform ed legs o f tallow
hanging from wicks.
She’d push her nose up,
nostrils pink and ornery,
snorting like a pig
until I peed.
That kind o f friend.
Then she got R E T IG IO N —
began to count my sins
on her headboard.
Never even baptized,
I am a sinner
who drinks tequila limeless,
stomps her feet on the bar,
kisses boys on the mouth.
Sometimes, I even wear stockings.
Heels that make my calves
ripe as peapods.
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O r occasionally I curse—
big abrasive sounds,
manholes where the steam escapes.
I sleep in on Sundays.
It doesn’t matter that
I carried her home once, too,
wiped yesterday’s lunch
o ff her mouth,
washed the smoke from her hair.
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Brandi Homan
Love Song
after A nne Sexton
Man o f the bottle rockets,
empty o f D atsun carburetors and synapses,
a man from mortgage payments,
burnished doorknobs and denigrated societies
who ignored hearing—
Doubt1 Doubt!
You m il always! Always!
The one,
his feet out before his height,
overgrown slap-stick comic feet,
a slight indent beneath die sternum o f his ribcage
the size o f a thum bprint, or
a chin dimple,
which soodies as a dream catcher,
clavicles prom inent as shelves,
his slight chm and his slight frown
with sharp gray barnacles against his skin,
die skin which continues burning
against a horrible shed o f heart . . .
the one running in circles,
as old as moss,
both eyes like cuts o f bark
am ong forests and forests,
tense and vulnerable as fish
which swim upstream
or a virgin under sheets
with a lover,
everything as unnerving
as the second before the tram wreck—
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against everyone, everyone, even you!
Everyone, even you!

Hallelujah! Here are his options:
these suicides,
these desktops,
these subways,
these daytimes o f wonder.
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Eliot Khalil Wilson
E le g y F o r T h e T w ic e -I n v is ib le B o d y O f
Jesu s B la n c o

To travel up from warm Nueva Rosita
to be found frozen in the parking lot of Sears
among flattened cans and empty carts
by the dollar-plumbing mall walkers.
Was the irony hot or cold for you?
To die homeless in such opulent proximity.
I’ve heard it called afailure of lifestyle—
— the downside o f your buffalo freedom—
the sad B side of democracy.
But, Jesus Blanco, I’m going to let you in.
Spread the net of American possibility over you,
grant you advertised trousers,
pastel bath coordinates,
drapery, pantryware
and the ecstasy o f room temperature.
If you are invisible even now
even to other ghosts,
then a new fragrance,
popular sunglasses,
a German razor.
You would do well Jesus Blanco
not to notice how at dusk each o f these winter nights
the starlings arrive in the parking lot—
solely, brokenly, brawling with their tiny dinosaur brains,
but centripetal even so.
It’s something akin to faithfulness—
how they number from covey, to swarm, to congregation,
— a benevolence in their almost human noise—
their flight— en masse— a living smoke.

'

A.my Stuber

U n d e r St o n e s , U n d e r W a ter
T H E O N E T H IN G H E K N E W was he was sick o f the ram.
Before he’d left home the last time, it had snowed up m the hills,
late summer, on a day nobody would have expected it: sunny
until two and then cold air moving in, in one burst like a refrig
erator door being opened. The snow had been like cut tissue
paper, the kind he remembered using to make things in grade
school, light, lingering in the air, taking its time in descent, al
m ost showing itself off. W hen the snow landed and melted al
m ost on contact, it turned the orange o f the earth one shade
brighter, deeper, like the difference between a navel orange and a
blood orange. But the ram in this place was different: metallic in
its weight, like bullets, and unrelenting.
The night he saw geese for the first time was the first night
w ithout the ram in what seemed like weeks. The geese, so white
in their loose V, as if back-lit. He was alone, as he almost always
was now, but he wished someone had been there so he could
have elbowed that other person, pointed up, and said, “Look.”
H e’d decided, that night, to go home for good. It wasn’t that
he’d looked at the birds as a sign, telling him to act or change or
do something differently.
Everyone he’d m et at The Catholic Center, where he had slept
o ff and on for the past few m onths, seemed to think everything
was a sign o f something. His friend, Joseph, who ended up stay
ing at The Center in between on-site construction jobs, saw sticks
in patterns in people’s front yards dragged up by flood water
after heavy ram and read them like letters. And then there were
the old women who looked for signs in the bottom s o f coffee
cups. And the younger women who said the tact that the old
women did that was a sign o f something, too. Ray didn’t know
what. But he didn’t believe. None o f it meant anything, Ray
tli ought.
Earlier that day, before the rain had stopped, before the geese,
he’d fallen, not quite passed out, but just lost his footing, fallen
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on the cem ent sidewalk in front o f som eone’s house and the
police had come.
From his spot on the cement, he’d looked up at the house
he’d fallen in front o f and had seen a woman and her son with
their faces pressed up against the window pane in their front
room, and wondered, why don’t you come and help me. H e’d
looked right at the woman, asking that o f her with his expres
sion, and she’d looked down. She’d looked familiar, and he’d
thought that maybe she went to the school where he’d tried to
take classes, maybe he’d seen her there, taking her kid to classes
with her, setting him on the floor next to her and letting him play
with pieces o f paper or draw patterns on the backs o f her note
books while she took notes about poets or history or how to use
computers. So many o f them did that at the school: came to
class with their kids.
Ray had been kicked out o f the school twice. N ow he couldn’t
even go back on the grounds or in the buildings. H e could walk
a circle around the perimeter, but he couldn’t walk in, and it made
him feel edgy, even desperate. He was thirty and wandering, and
so he’d started to think that life was a trick, a bad joke he’d stu
pidly fallen for, even though he could remember one o f the teach
ers at the school telling him, before he’d been kicked out, that
life was indifferent, that things just happened, and if you were in
the way you could get hit and it would never be anything per
sonal. It made him think o f the time he’d seen a man at hom e
just sit down in the middle o f the orangey dirt o f the road out by
Ray’s parents’ house, then lie flat, spreading his arms o u t like
some kind o f prehistoric bird. H e remembered the m an’s sisters
com ing for him later that day. They were so far out in the middle
o f nowhere that no cars had come; the man had never been in
any danger. W hen they stood him up, his back had been covered
with the dust from the road, and he looked like two different
people, one com ing and one going. T hat was just how Ray had
started to feel: split in two, die old part o f him no longer had a
place and die new part o f him felt crumbly, like die orange dust
on the m an’s back, im permanent, like only a suggestion o f som e
thing instead o f the thing itself.
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That day at the bar, before he’d fallen in front o f that house,
people had been making so many jokes about the rain, talking
about Noah and arks and pairs o f animals, and each time he
forced himself to laugh as if each time it was funny again. Each
time he forced a grin, he thought about his wife who was not the
type ever to laugh only because it seemed polite to do so. That
was what she’d hated most about him: how quiet and polite he
was to everyone. Sometimes, she’d made a scene just to bother
him. He could remember her, at some truck stop, slipping salt
and pepper shakers in the shapes o f red rock buttes into her bra,
laughing so much in the aisle as they projected out in front o f
her like those triangular bras women wore in movies from the
’50s. H e’d walked out into the parking lot and sat on the bed o f
their truck, looking at the scrappy dried-up grass that came out
from the cracks in the cement like the protruding hair o f some
one who had been buried alive.
Now, even though they weren’t divorced, she was living with
a police officer in a ranch house that Ray had never even seen.
H e’d talked to his wife, Ellen, on the phone that one time, when
she’d told him about the cop, and she’d described the house, the
brushed dirt back yard, the concrete slab it was propped up on.
H e’d seen houses like that, with the cement shooting out around
the sides o f some manufactured siding, the whole structure look
ing a little unreal, like a prop house constructed for the sake o f a
scene in some movie. It made him think o f the wolf in the
children’s story, how the house would probably go down with
just one huff and puff, and there the cop would be, standing
with his hands out, his baton ready, in what had been the house’s
living room, the wind making dust clouds around his ankles and
around the felled walls.
Before he’d left home, he’d been living with Ellen in the con
verted garage behind his parents’ house where she’d planted rows
o f herbs and corn that always turned a dry tan toward the end o f
the summer when the rain didn’t come. In the mornings, at that
house, his father let the animals out early, chickens, goats, cows,
and their noises would wake him before the alarm. He remem
bered sitting on the cement step that led up into the open-air
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porch and watching the animals move around the yard in what,
to him, looked like some orchestrated chaos.
H e’d worked in a grocery store there, his first few years out
o f high school, stocking produce and canned goods and pop
while Ellen worked as a physician’s assistant in tine clinic. H e’d
thought there was some beauty in his work, and some sense o f
urgency to getting the fruits and vegetables out and arranged just
right on the shelves, to making sure they were sprayed and glis
tening and perfect like the food you saw in magazine ads, glossy,
appealing. H e’d thought his work important: sustenance, he would
tell her. People need food, and I am getting it to them. But she’d
countered with stories o f life and death situations, people with
nearly severed hands bleeding puddles all over the linoleum clinic
floor, a young woman with a blood clot in her leg that had bro
ken o ff and gone to her lungs who came in near dawn, almost
not breathing. For some reason Ellen always talked about that
woman with the clot. “Having your air supply cut o ff like that,”
she would say. “That would be the worst way to go.” It had
made Ray think that maybe something was cutoff in him, that if
he could just find the spot, adjust some gauge, redirect the air
flow, the blood flow, that everything might start to feel fine.
When he’d heard about the cop Ellen was living with, he’d
spent weeks thinking about doing something to him, something
both violent and clever at the same time, thought o f all the pos
sibilities but knew he would never really do anything, because
that’s just how he was, just like Ellen had said: too quiet, too nice,
no follow through. “There you go, you just roll over,” she used
to say to him when she was accusing him o f not taking a stand.
Just thinking about it made him drink.
And then he drank for days, trying to achieve something he’d
only read about— the illusion o f one day blurring into the next,
a loss o f awareness o f time and the fact o f its passing. But it
never worked. He woke every m orning with the same headache,
worsened each day by his knowledge o f the accumulation o f
days.
1'hat morning, before the bar, before he’d fallen, before the geese,
he’d woken up in the upstairs room in The Center, in a single
bed in a row o f so many other single beds, much like a hospital,
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and someone had been sitting on the edge o f the bed closest to
the dorm er window playing a flute. The flute had looked w rong
in the m an’s hands. His hands were big like someone who had
always worked on cars or on farms, and the flute, even though it
looked beat up and, because o f that, indelicate, was too small.
H e kept trying to press down on the key pads and kept hitting
too many at once so that the sound that came out was more
blurred, like too many people talking all at tine same time.
The room the men slept in was long. It looked like they’d
knocked out walls and then lined up beds against the white painted
wood on the house’s third story. Ray could imagine children
living in the room, sick children who were quarantined, like the
boy in the children’s story about the stuffed rabbit.
At night the room was full o f men, limbs falling over the
edges o f the narrow beds, sleep voices shouting out nonsensical
sentences, and then the eventual snoring. They stacked their
clothes in precise piles by the beds, and in the middle o f the
night, in the dark o f the room, the stacks, to Ray, often resembled
dutiful pets, waiting for morning.
W hen the man with the flute, w ho’d only been at the Center
a few days, noticed Ray was awake, he looked at Ray and threw
the flute under the bed. It clattered, and made more o f a tin
sound than Ray would have expected, like a can thrown out o f a
m oving car that then rolled under it as it was passing.
Ray thought then about how strange it felt to have ended up
there, in that room, with that man, for everything he had done in
life to have somehow led him to that place, that m om ent.
Later, he’d walked through the rain to the bar. H e thought about
his wife, w ondered if she still fought with people in stores over
the price o f tilings, w ondered if she insisted on everything being
done a certain way. H e remembered her making him get up
from a restaurant one night— one o f the few nights they’d had
the m oney to really go somewhere nice— get up and walk out on
their meals, just after the appetizer, because she thought the waiter
had looked at them wrong.
Inside the bar, the same music was always playing, every time,
over and over: some kind o f country and jazz com bination that
he couldn’t identify or even really classify. H e always thought
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about two people dancing together to it: one as if dancing to the
country part o f the music, doing small kicks and twists and an
gular spins, and one as if dancing to the jazz part: smoother,
slower, eyes closed.
The same bartender always gave him two for one when he
came in during the day. It’s slow, he would say, his voice with that
twang so that the “O ” in the word sounded more like an “A” . He
couldn’t get used to people’s voices in this town, and sometimes
in public just pretended he was in another country, stopped strug
gling to try to decipher what people were saying, and just let it
swirl around him like another language: unlabeled noise.
Always when he was in the bar, he tried to think about Cora,
the woman he’d seen that first day at the school, in line waiting
to enroll, in white shorts and a bright red tight t-shirt, sandals
that cut patterns across the tops o f her feet. Then he’d seen her
in the front row o f one o f his classes, and had thought: we’re
both a little bit older, we’re both out o f place here. H e’d tried to
talk to her a few times after class, but she always waited to ask
something o f the teacher and then walked out o f the building
with her.
It wasn’t that he thought anything would really happen with
her. But she was the opposite o f Ellen, who was scrappy, with
no breasts, no excesses, no forgiveness in her flesh. But Cora:
her hips pressed against the seams o f her pants. She wore makeup,
too much, so that it looked like the excess might pour o ff her
face when you talked to her, like she had a face behind a face.
H er eyes got big when she said something, unlike Ellen, whose
eyes narrowed the more she said.
H e imagined Cora as the topper to some bridal cake, all pol
ished, long black wax hair waving down toward the frosting, her
fingernails, the red-pink o f crepe paper streamers, stretching out
beyond her hands.
At the school, they’d told him not to go near her. She’d filed
a complaint o f some kind, said she was tired o f him following
her. But he knew he’d never been close enough to cause alarm,
knew she was just one o f those women who opened her eyes
wide at everything.
It was easy to think o f Cora while he was in the bar, to block
out other things, to stare at the labeled spouts that dispensed
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beer in all colors o f yellow and brown and think about getting
close to her lipsticked m outh, examining the dark line around it
and the lighter gloss that filled the lips in, looking closely at the
way her tongue moved when she spoke.
But every time he left the bar and walked over the tram tracks
that led back toward the Center in the gray hght o f fading day, all
he could think about was Ellen, about the night almost two years
before, when he’d come home from work to find her lying on
the floor in the bedroom in front o f a state map, her fingers
circling over and over around the name o f a town in the north
ern part o f the state, close to where her father had been working
at a factory that made uniforms. H er father had been hit by a
semi that had jackkmfed in front o f him, the trailer swinging
around into his lane, pushing into the front end o f his car until
his car looked deflated, accordion-pleated, unrecognizable.
Ellen had gone with her m other and brother, the next day, to
look at the car, driven those hundred miles up to the site o f the
accident. Later, they’d come home with parts, small things they’d
gathered from the side o f the road: Buick spelled out in metal
letters, her father’s glasses, a picture o f their family that he al
ways kept on the dashboard when he drove all that way.
T hat whole day they’d been gone, Ray had sat w ithout m ov
ing at their front window, waiting for their car in the short drive
way, waiting for something. When they d gotten home, he put
Ellen in the bathtub, in hot water, covering her up with a steam
ing towel, half-lying in the tub with her while she cried, the sleeves
o f his shirt dripping water onto the floor until the whole bath
room was wet, and then they’d just sat in the front room with all
the lights o ff listening to the wind until he heard that Ellen had
gone o ff into sleep and he let himsell do the same.
After that, for weeks, she’d followed him through their small
house and the yard and through his parents’ house, like a ghost
or a shadow, as if the sharing ol that event had created some
unseen rope o f connection between them. It made him think o f
a car he’d seen towing another car down a long dirt road. The
car in tow had signs taped up to all the windows, announcing
“N o brakes.” H e’d watched and waited for the car in tow to
smash up against the back fender o f the lead car, but it hadn’t
happened.
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O nce he’d left to go to the school, crossed so many state
lines, her voice changed on the phone, and then she moved out
o f the house behind his parents’ house. “You remind me,” she
would tell him on the phone, her voice trailing o ff into a silence
that made him think o f all the land between them.
This was the thing that immobilized him: the fact that they’d
been through something that he thought felt almost like drow n
ing while tied together, and then she’d come to the surface and
let go o f him. He felt like that person found up in the m oun
tains in some other country, frozen in ice, frozen in one pose,
waiting for someone to discover him and tell him w hat he was.
H e wanted Ellen to find him there, in his small single bed at The
Center, to topple over his small pile o f clothes and crawl under
the overstarched sheet with him and say, I know you, as if her
knowledge o f him would fill him again with his old life and air.
He pictured Ellen now, kissing the cop before going o ff to the
clinic in her print nurse’s top and white elastic-waist pants, then
getting into bed at night, waiting for him to shave and turn o ff
the light, then the two o f them lying there next to each other,
legs touching, night com ing in around them. All o f this as if
she’d never lived in the same way with Ray.
Ray had never understood this: this power to remake your
self, the ability to renew. It made him think o f the blood clot in
that w om an’s leg, the woman Ellen had helped treat at the clinic,
how Ellen had told him that, in time, the blood forced its way
through the clot, made a new passage, like a ground hog finding
its way through solid dirt after a cave-in.
H e sometimes just walked for hours after leaving the bar:
past all those front porches with small children rolling toy cars
back and forth across the wooden planks, past that one house in
the middle o f town with the fenced-in acre and the show ponies,
tiny, so well-groomed, strutting in circles around their pen, past
the man with one leg who sat, every afternoon, in front o f the
Senior Center and talked to everyone who walked by about the
War, about the surprise o f the islands rising from the water like
the rough knuckles o f a dark semi-submerged hand, about how
it felt running o ff the boats and over the beach, never knowing
what would hit them or w hat was in front o f them.
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Later that night, when he thought about it, from a distance o f a
few hours, he couldn’t remember having actually fallen on the
cement. But he remembered seeing his hands in front o f him on
the concrete sidewalk, scratched, his fingers spread out, clawlike. H e thought o f him self as a bear, stuffed, in some museum,
for people to take their kids to see, scary only in theory.
H e didn’t know how long he was there lying on the sidewalk
before he looked up and saw her in the window, but he knew that
he’d been running through the alphabet in his head, trying to
think o f as many words as possible for each letter while waiting
to feel ready to stand up and start walking again. And then he
looked up and she was in the window o f the house just in front
o f him, just across a small expanse o f clean-cut lawn, with her
forearm around her son, who was also looking right at him. Help
me, Ray started thinking. Come get me up. He wondered it he
had broken anything but knew that he was probably just scratched.
And then he realized it was Cora: those curling polished nails,
the long lashes. H e could see them even from here. H er dark
eyebrows precise, shaped, arching. He could see a collection o f
wind chimes hanging from the front porch and a bright colored
welcome mat in front o f the door. H e imagined Ellen, putting a
m at in front o f the ranch house she shared with the cop, having
friends over from the clinic and serving them coffee in small
cups like he’d seen women on t.v. shows doing.
He knew w hat they’d think when they found him there: the
police would think he was following her, Cora, would think he
ended up at her house on purpose. There would be hearings,
questions, maybe counseling, maybe jail.
So when he saw the police car pulling up with all those un
necessary lights moving in some grotesque display, he willed him
self up and started running. H e went down the alley behind the
house and then into the alley behind a series o f small downtown
stores. He did w hat he’d seen a criminal doing in a movie, some
thing he’d never thought would work in real life: he hid in a
dum pster and listened to the sound o f the black police shoes
making their way down the alley. They were making jokes about
him and not even really running. They didn’t care about catching
him: just another drunk, they said.
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It turned out, in almost a small, bird-sized miracle, that the
dum pster belonged to one o f the many florists on the main street,
and he was sitting in a pile o f discarded flowers, the sweet, rot
ting petal and leaf smell creating a cloud around him that he
imagined was some kind o f shield.
H e thought o f his aunt who quilted, how on his thirteenth
birthday she’d made a quilt for him with all the scenes o f his
childhood. She’d placed it around his shoulders at the birthday
party, where they’d all sat around a storebought cake and m elt
ing ice cream and paper plates, all o f them sitting on die rotting
wood picnic table on the dirt backyard while the sun made its
day behind the hills that spread out in a ring around their land.
He thought o f the care his m other had taken, cutting the cake
and scooping out the ice cream onto the plates with their bor
ders o f small party hats and bright crayon-like letters spelling
out “H appy Birthday.”
H e thought o f his aunt and his mother, together, sewing a
quilt out o f all the leaves and crushed petals he was sitting in, a
quilt large enough for them to wrap all around him, until every
thing was covered and even his eyes weren’t showing.
He waited in the dumpster, wide awake, until he could tell
from the sounds around him that it was getting to be night, dark,
late. H e heard the people after work, leaving in their cars. He
heard people leaving movies, talking about w hat they’d seen. He
heard people leaving bars, laughing too loud, tripping a little over
each other.
And then he heard the geese, quiet at first, like children cry
ing in some corner room o f a large house, and then louder. He
opened the lid o f the dum pster and dropped down onto the
asphalt o f the alley, and looked in the night sky until he located
them, their wings batting wildly and the sound, loud above him
and troubled, like they were sending some collective signal o f
alarm. But he knew, from reading som ething about geese som e
where, that they had nothing to really worry about, that they
knew where they were going, traveled the same route every year,
stopped in the same fields and marshes on every trip, every time.
This was w hat he needed, he decided, a route, an agenda. So
he started walking west, thinking o f his parents’ house, the wide
circle o f space just before the hills, the way the hills looked against
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a night sky, like arms moving in, in an embrace. He thought o f
himself, alone, there, sitting for hours and watching the sky turn
from evening to night and to morning again and then lying un
der the quilt that told the story of his childhood, waiting for
sleep while his father brought the animals out into the yard to
make all their morning noises, the noises that would let him know
he was home.
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Bonnie Nelson

T h e F o r k s F ir e — S e p te m b e r

1951

“ L ike th e b re a th o f a th o u s a n d d ra g o n s, th e fire c ro w n e d . .

The Forks Forum

Years later, I still dream a dragon who rushes through forest,
swoops down on die peninsula,
devours die sheep am ong die ferns.
I feel the heat o f its wings, beating
against the air we breathe, and I, once more a child,
search the sky for signs o f change.
That first m orning we woke to a salmon sky.
The school bus came late. There's aforestfire coming,
the driver said, I t’s gonna wipe Forks off the map.
I ran down the gravel to Mama
who stood in the kitchen peeling pears.
A bigfire s’ coming, I said. She nodded,
and dropped the fruit into vinegar water.
Daddy came home running and tripped on the top step.
His lunch bucket fell open, a Winesap apple
rolled and bounced across die wooden porch.
Jesus, woman, forget the pears. I f this wind don’t change,
the house will go. He dropped his hat, ran out the door, dien
returned to a kitchen chair where he ate the apple,
com bing long gnarled fingers through sparse hair.
We can go to the ocean. Mama packed pears into sterile jars.
We can go to the ocean, and stand in the water i f the fire comes.
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All day, burnt needles drifted down like wren feathers
to nest upon ash-covered ground. The wind wouldn’t change,
so the dragon charged. Family gathered in the yard,
drank Coca-cola from glass bottles. Neighbor women
peeled pears in our kitchen, gathered in a tribe o f fear.
In Forks, barns were burning all over town. A woman who’d
lost her cows had to lie on the ground to see
their feet in that one clear spot between smoke and earth.
Homeless wanderers dragged in to sit on our porch. Someone
brought a banjo. We sang “Rock of Ages” and “Bringing in the
Sheaves.”
His great red eyes steadily rose over the hills o f the Sol Due,
until a great still settled upon the grass.
When the wind, at last, began to blow, it was wet as tears
and from the west. The dragon was dying.
But Mama, still standing over the bubbling fruit,
sweat rolling, drenching her blouse, stoked the cast iron stove
with a stick o f wood, and promised me if I’d be good,
we’d go stand in the ocean anyway.
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Michael Carlson
C a e s a r e a P h il ip p i

There was a frenzy in that town
unspent on speech.
Whole fields rotted into color,
often shifting all at once
as if the earth agreed on now.
The women who sold used books
reminded me that snow
was an emotion, a pure thing
that fell regardless, making
all our taste buds spare.
O ther things happened right.
Careless men misspelling
gravestones forgot the chore
and everything else
that went with stalling hope.
I studied moisture clinging
to bugs. A criminal taught me
languages that didn’t end
in shame, or suffer any flags.
Livestock. No crucifixion.
I came because I knew I couldn’t.
A utumn cured the boredom.
There was belief, a hill and grasses,
mountainous gauze across
a hip o f chimney, fence, and roof.
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Robert Bense
D

o c t r in e of

W

in d

Old with the huddled sparrow
on the iron bridge. Long view
from the dark water. The cold.
H ow difficult it becomes to believe
the things believed. Spike lightning
in the west: ice cracking from
the trees. In the mountains,
aftershock landslides, coffins still
in short supply.
D ead weight
o f March snow on w inter’s tooth and bone.
The truss-caged bridge shaking.
Rumble o f the wooden deck.
At the edge o f the city
smoke, artillery fire.
Broken branches.
O n the fresh
splinter a finger o f sap:
spring will come, but not here.
This year no medicine again
for children in the highlands.
T here’s a bitterness in the barley.
You can smell it. New rye
flattened.
A nother cold snap
in Gujarat. The Christians
keep burning down
their own houses for heat
in the police report.
H ow to reach tomorrow?
W hat’s twenty-four hours when
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the weather has had its way
since before the four aboriginal
rivers ran.
Half-past four,
already a quarter moon. The road
winding into night. Headlands
at the splintered woods mined.
The whistle o f a retreating figure
ahead could be God.
O r someone else, a spitting image
whistling in the dark.
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Anthony Wallace
T

he

U

n ex a m in e d

L ife

JA CK ’S R O O M WAS AT T H E T O P o f the stairs and Miles and
Claire stood just outside it. Jack was putting the roller into the
tray when he noticed them standing together in the open door
way. H e had everything pulled into die center o f die room and
covered with a canvas tarp. Claire looked at him like he was stuff
ing the body o f a small child into a plastic bag.
“I’ve decided to redecorate,” Jack said, leaning his elbow
against an aluminum stepladder. “W hat do you think?”
“We can’t leave you for five minutes,” Claire said. “T hat’s what
I dunk.”
“It’s my room , right?” Jack asked. “I mean, am I right or am
I right?” He was wearing white running shorts and a pair o f
black D oc M artens, laced to the ankles, a bony kid with Claire’s
fine blond hair and blue-white skin.
“H ow about an explanation?” Miles said.
“ It’s like the Rolling Stones,” Jack said. “They said to paint it
black, so I did!”
“This goes back,” Claire said. “This paint job definitely goes
in reverse. Meanwhile, you can sit here and stare at it.”
Miles and Claire sat togedier in the kitchen, having coffee. It was
a large country kitchen and Claire had decorated it and die rest
o f die house in country colonial, gingham curtains and copper
pots and a butter churn on the hearth. O n the wall above the
butcher block kitchen table hung a brass sconce widi a snowy
scene o f General Washington at Valley Forge painted on it. It
was a good house— built in die ’20s with wide-planked oak floors,
high ceilings and spacious room s— left to Claire by a maiden
aunt, photographs o f w hom she was beginning to resemble. The
house sat tilted sideways on a piece o f land diat was once part o f
a blueberry farm; the lot was narrow across die front but went
back a few hundred yards into die pines. Late afternoon the
kitchen was flooded widi sunlight through die greenhouse win
dows that looked out on die ruined blueberry field.
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“W hat are we going to do?” Claire wanted to know. She was
smoking a cigarette and tapping her toes. She was wearing a faded
pea green summer shift and she seemed as if at any m om ent she
might rocket out o f it and land, stark naked, in the center o f the
room.
“We can wallpaper,” Miles said.
“I’m serious, Miles. This is like demonology or something.”
“It’s not so bad, Claire,” Miles said. “It’s not the end o f the
world as we know it.
I’ll get some wallpaper and we’ll wallpaper. It’ll be good for him
to learn. We can redecorate his room the way he wants it. The
three o f us can do it together.”
“Annie Roos has tins kid they adopted from Korea,” Claire
said. “H e’s sixteen now and telling them he’s going to set fire to
them in their sleep. He has bad memories from Korea that no
body knew about. Now Annie and Mark have to sleep with their
bedroom door locked. Is that the road you want to go down,
Miles?”
“I’ll take him fishing,” Miles said. “Just the two o f us.”
“Take him fishing,” Claire sniffed. “And throw yourself in
the lake while you’re at it.”
Miles Dell worked as a craps dealer at Caesar’s Casino-Hotel in
Adantic City. His dealer’s uniform was a pair o f plain black trou
sers and a white shirt embroidered at the collar and cuffs with
golden Roman numerals. The cocktail waitresses wore white to
gas trimmed with the same numerical pattern, and actors dressed
as Caesar and C leopatra strolled the casino floor reciting
Shakespeare. The pit boss, a man from West Texas with over
large ears, claimed to be dating Cleopatra.
“She’s got stretch marks down to here,” the pit boss said.
“Then why are you dating her?” the floorm an asked.
“Because,” the pit boss laughed, “the stretch marks are at
tached to the tits that are also down to here.” He held out both
hands and squeezed his fingertips together.
“Strong,” the floorm an said.
“D ouble strong,” the pit boss said. He laughed again and
walked away.
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At that m om ent the actress who played Cleopatra strolled by.
She said, “I am dying, Egypt.”
“Dying for some acting lessons,” the floorman said.
The floorman, whose name was Guy Slater, was one o f the
few people Miles knew who actually seemed to have fun at his
job; he enjoyed the idea o f being a completely useless member
o f society. He spent his days talking about the liberating aspects
o f horror and waste. Twenty years ago he’d gone to Williams
College, where he’d studied English Literature with a m inor in
Classics. He said, as he often said, “And then went down to the
ship, set keel to breakers.”
“And I’m the guy chained to the oar,” Miles said, bending
over to pay the pass line.
“judah Miles H ur,” Slater said.
“Three hundred dollars and I can’t even get a decent meal,” a
custom er complained.
Slater walked over to where the customer was standing in the
space between the craps tables.
“Sir, yes sir, what is the problem, sir?”
The customer waved a comp slip in Slater’s face.
“This is the problem,” the customer said. He was old and
bent sideways on an aluminum cane. “I ask you for dinner and
you hand me this.”
“Morris, don’t make trouble,” die custom er’s wife said.
“Stay out o f it,” the custom er said.
“Sir,” said Slater. “Relax sir. This is the Caesar’s family. You’re
a Caesar’s family player, sir. And that is what I have to offer you
today. That is the very best I can do and I assure you that it is a
very nice sandwich indeed. Go up, you and your wife, set keel to
breakers and have a nice corned beef sandwich. Have a beer and
relax and live like real American people.”
“A three hundred dollars corned beef sandwich,” the cus
tomer said and limped away with the comp slip in his hand.
“ Un sandweech de jambone,” Slater said. He rubbed his palms
together and gasped, “D unt mayke trubble.”
Slater was forty years old, four years younger than Miles, al
though he looked fifteen years younger. His black Armani suit fit
him like a knifesheath. He drank and whored w ithout apparent
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consequence or regret. H e frequently told Miles that he knew
w hat it m eant to be alone in the world. H e stood watching the
costum ed characters move up and down the cluttered aisles and
observed that they were standing on the trash heap o f history,
blades drawn.
“The Caesars family,” Slater said. “It’s like the Von Trapp
family, only different. The Nazis chase you into Switzerland and
you end up in Vermont, running a ski lodge. You sing ‘Edel
weiss’ for the people after they come back from a hard day on
the slopes. You send a round o f kirsch to the refugees at the
corner table. Mein eyes have seen the glory!”
Slot machines clanked and rattled.
At the end o f his shift Miles drove out o f Atlantic City and
down the long stretch o f White H orse Pike with m arshland on
either side o f it. The sun was still up, glinting on the tall grass,
the bay at high tide tipping alm ost onto the narrow roadway. The
ocean water shimmered like wrinkled foil and the salt air rushed
into the blue E scort through both open windows. Two egrets
stood pecking the dry grass. Miles pulled the car to the side o f
the road and watched the birds and the stippled bay. After a while
he started the engine and continued driving, but every ten m in
utes he pulled over and stared out the car window.
In the parking lot o f the Absecon ShopRite he took o ff his
dealer’s shirt. N ow he was just a guy in black pants and a plain
white T-shirt. H e drove to the stoplight where the Pike inter
sected Philadelphia Avenue in E gg Harbor. The day was still
bright. Homeless men approached his car, hollering for change.
Prostitutes walking the avenue half-naked propositioned him
through the open window. Street boys soaped and smeared his
w indshield for fifty cents. O n a w him he p u lled into the
M cD onald’s parking lot on the corner. H e sat with his burger
and fries, watching a family have dinner. The man took o ff his
hat and said grace.
“Give us this day,” the man said.
“As we forgive those,” intoned the children.
The woman supervised the four children and the m an sat as if
by himself, staring at his meal in its various paper wrappers. The
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children had names like Lisa Sue and John Bentley. Country
people, Miles thought. Pineys.
After dinner he wandered Philadelphia Avenue. H e went into a
laundrom at and sat quietly for fifteen minutes, watching the dry
ers turn. Next door to the laundromat was a tavern with a high
cinderblock front and a single small window with a red and green
neon sign in it that said, Joker Lounge. It was Tuesday evening
and the narrow barroom had six or seven people in it. Nobody
looked up when he walked in and took a stool near the door. The
room was filled with cigarette smoke and was so dark that the
few men and women present were just visible beneath the cloud
cover. Behind the bar on a raised platform a girl with long black
hair danced languidly around a brass pole. She was wearing a
silver thong bathing suit and her breasts spilled out on either
side o f the skimpy material. The girl was dancing to a bluegrass
number with fiddles and mandolins, a man yodeling about a girl
named Ruby who had at one time in his life driven him insane. A
young couple at the other end o f the bar did a quiet and incon
gruous two-step on the swept wooden floor. When the song was
finished it started over again.
“T hat’s that Holly Plish,” an old woman behind the bar in
formed Miles. “She come in here and put three dollas in the juke
and we hear for a hour about how Ruby driven that man to be
insane. W hat’ll you have?”
“D raft beer.” Miles reached into his pants pocket and set a
creased five dollar bill on the bartop.
The woman drew the beer and put the change next to it,
three ones and four quarters. “Beer’s a dolla because the dancer
is on,” the old woman said.
“Sure.”
She slid a basket heaped with broken pretzels next to the
glass o f beer.
“O n the house,” she said, and made no move to go. She was
short, with a tight bun o f gray hair twisted onto the very top o f
her head and large breasts that ballooned under her loose housedress as if stirred by a slight breeze.
“I never seen you,” the old woman said.
“T hat makes us even,” Miles said.
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“You’re a big strappin’ fella,” she said, and winked. “N am e’s
Agnes Kogod ”
“John Bentley,” Miles told her. He had never considered giv
ing anyone anything but his real name before that mom ent, but
it seemed the right thing to do. He was not in a place where he
belonged or where he could trust anyone. Nevertheless, he looked
past Agnes into the glass above the whiskey bottles and came to
the conclusion that he did not look entirely out o f place, either.
His slack ruddy face and plain white T-shirt and big arms all
seemed to fit with the surroundings.
“Rules are as follows,” Agnes Kogod said. “D o n ’t touch the
girls and don’t talk dirty to the girls. D o n ’t proposition the girls
and don’t expect anything out o f them. Any o f my girls mix with
the customers I fire them like a shot.”
Miles drained die glass o f beer in two swallows and added,
“But I see only one girl ”
“Y ou’re a sm artm o u th , Jo h n Bentley,” Agnes said, and
scowled. Then she laughed, exhaling simultaneously through both
sides o f her m outh, and punched him on the arm. She grabbed
bodi his forearms and he could see her enormous wrinkled breasts
straining against her open dressfront. She pressed her face inches
from his and stuck out her tongue like a blackened bit o f sau
sage.
“You want to play then let’s play,” Agnes Kogod said.
“Maybe later.”
Agnes stepped back and released his arms and refilled the
beer glass and set up a shot o f sour mash next to it. The voice
coming from the jukebox yodeled, “Ru-beee— !” The girl danced
around the pole, one leg up and then thrust straight out as she
spun.
“I’ve got a wedding ring,” Miles said.
“Any one o f them worth bothering about has got a wedding
ring,” Agnes said. She trilled, “Married John Bentley— with the
ladies goes gently!”
“Well.”
“D ontchu?” Agnes asked, barking it out. “D ontchu?”
“I guess I do.”
“You know you do,” Agnes said. A custom er hollered for
beer and she instructed him to blow it out his ass. The door
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opened and a short blast o f hot air rushed into the bar. A small
girl with spiky, purplish-red hair sat down on the stool next to
him. She had on a tight pair o f jeans, torn not very stylishly, and
a lipstick-red halter top.
“The bad seed,” Agnes said, looking at the girl. “This girl had a
good job here but she had to get greedy,” Agnes said, turning to
Miles. “I fired her like a shot. I sent her down to Uncle Billy’s
finishing school to learn her some manners. H ow ’s life among
the whips and chains?” Agnes asked the girl.
“I can’t even come in here and get a quiet glass o f beer,” the
girl said. “I take shit all day from him and now I got to come in
here and take shit from you.”
“You don’t have to come in here at all,” Agnes said. “Nobody
ast you to.”
She drew a beer and set it down without a coaster in front o f
the girl.
“There’s a beer,” Agnes said. “Nice and quiet. You listen to it,
it won’t make a sound. She had it good in here but she ruined
things for herself,” Agnes said to Miles. “She’s always ruining
things for herself, little Patsy is. But there’s one in every family I
guess.”
“I guess there is,” Miles said. He knocked back the shot and
finished the beer and took a pretzel for the road.
“Come on back when you can stay a while, John Bentley,”
Agnes called after him. “You hear?”
Patsy finished her beer in a long swallow that overflowed down
her shirtfront. She followed Miles out onto the pavement. She
said: “Listen mister Pm a little short and Til do you for forty
dollars in your car. No time to beat around the bush with a fastwalker like you.”
“Maybe next time.”
“I like you mister,” Patsy said. “I like big guys. I wouldn’t do
nobody for money 1 wouldn’t do for tree.”
“Then why charge me?”
“I got bills to meet, baby. And nothing in this life is free. You
pay me the money means you don’t have to hear my female
bullshit. And you’ll like it, I’m telling you. You want to save some
money you go back home right now, because you’re gonna be
back for it every night once you get a little taste a heaven.”
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“T hat’s a nice line,” Miles said. “You’re good at this.”
“O h,” Patsy said. “You just haven’t got no idea.”
They came to his car in the M cD onald’s parking lot and stood
in front o f it.
“T hat’s a nice car,” Patsy said.
“It’s a piece o f shit,” Miles said. “It’s an eight year old E scort
with silver duct tape holding the right front quarter panel in place.”
“I was named for Patsy Kline the greatest female vocalist in
country music,” Patsy said. “I’ve sang in bar bands and I’ve been
told I’m not half bad.”
Miles wondered what that had to do with the right front quar
ter panel, or anything else for that matter, but obviously it did
have to do with something because he unlocked the passenger
side for her. He pulled the car to the very back o f the lot, next to
the dum pster where the streetlight was out. H e handed her two
twenties that disappeared the second they hit the air. H e touched
his fingertips to the downy place at the nape o f her neck and
said, “Honeybaby.”
“Come and see my act over at Uncle Billy’s,” Patsy said, one
knuckle turned sideways into the corner o f her m outh, the door
already open. “Come watch me work sometime. I go on, every
day, two o ’clock sharp, give or take an hour.” She got out w ithout
closing the door and skipped away in the direction o f the littered
avenue.
“W here’ve you been?” Claire asked, standing behind the front
door. “I was getting worried.” It was seven-thirty and daylight
was failing at the very tops o f the trees at the back o f the prop
erty, a short steady signal o f light, opalescent, like a tiny nuclear
explosion.
“I got a flat tire,” Miles answered. He held up the palms o f
his hands as if to show that they were covered with grease, then
moved quickly into the house through the living room and into
the kitchen.
“You’re soaking wet,” Claire said, pressing the palm o f her
hand to the small o f his back.
“You try changing a tire in this heat.”
“I’ll get dinner started while you change.” Claire paused for a
m om ent, watching.
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“What? W hat is it?”
“Something,” Claire said. “I don’t know. Something about
you.
“I just told you— ”
“Yeah, I know, the flat tire,” Claire said, turning to the stove.
“Men always come home covered with slime and shaking uncon
trollably after they’ve changed a flat tire.”
“I’m not— ” He trailed the sentence o ff and left the room.
He showered and shaved, put on a pair o f jeans and a white polo
shirt with a red penguin stitched into the breast pocket.
He stopped at Jack’s room but the door was closed, the lights
turned off, the sound o f a recording that played as if stuck in its
groove: “All I wanna do is— all I wanna do is— all I wanna do
is— ”
“Well,” said Claire when he came back into the kitchen. And
that was all she said. Together they ate a dinner o f spaghetti and
meatballs with a loaf o f Italian bread. Miles had a glass o f red
wine, a second, a third. The day began to lose its edge and as the
heat died down a short breeze kicked up. The cicadas buzzed in
die fields and trees all around them like the defective buzzing o f
a fluorescent lightbulb. Afterward diey sat out in their rocking
chairs, just the two o f diem, the evening breeze slanting side
ways down die narrow covered porch.
“G o lf” Claire said.
“Huh? W hat was that?”
“It’s how I’ll save him. Golf.”

In the m orning jack began to act out the terms o f his punish
ment, clearing and leveling the old aunt’s ruined blueberry patch
into a shag field where he could practice his drive. Claire’s father
was a scratch golfer even now, and Claire considered golf the key
to right conduct in America. Miles watched Jack dirough die
kitchen window, considering that it wasn’t the worst way the kid
could spend his time. He hacked his way in a straight line away
from die house with a small scydie, die handle and shaft o f which
had been fashioned to replicate a golf club. He took his time,
and his form was very good. When the heat rose toward midday
he came back inside the house and showered and dien stood in
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the kitchen, toweling o ff his hair while Claire fixed a lunch suspi
ciously festive for a Tuesday afternoon.
“Let’s go fishing,” Miles said to Jack after lunch. “ Can he get out
o f jail to go fishing for a few hours?” Miles said to Claire.
“You’re the man,” Claire said, washing dishes. “H e can do
whatever you say he can do.”
“We’ll pick some huckleberries for a pie,” Miles offered. “I
was walking out by the lake last week and they’re growing fat as
blueberries.”
“I’ll start rolling out the crust this minute,” Claire said w ith
out apparent irony.
Jack grinned and the corner o f his m outh quivered slightly.
Running behind the back o f the property was a utility road
that led to a stagnant lake where Miles fished for carp and catfish
with a barbless hook. He liked to feel the fish hit the line, the jerk
and spurt at die tip o f the rod. H e liked to set die hook and feel
the desperate dirash on the other end. H e always brought die
fish in slowly, dien gendy removed the hook, holding the fish
with wet hands so as not to damage the scales and let in disease.
His favorite part was to watch the fish swim away.
“We’ll get bitten by ticks and get Lyme’s Disease and suffer
paralysis and short term memory loss,” jack said, trooping along
just ahead o f Miles. “We’ll develop flulike symptoms. We’ll have
a spot on us that looks like a bull’s eye.”
“It’s possible.”
“Why do we want to catch fish anyway?” Jack asked. “We
never eat them.”
“It’s fun, I think.”
“N ot for the fish,” Jack said.
“Everybody’s got to have it tough once in a while,” Miles
offered.
“T hat’s us,” Jack said. “Spreaders o f good cheer.”
“Plus we have to get the huckleberries,” Miles said.
“Let’s tell her all the huckleberry trees are dead,” Jack laughed.
“Let’s tell her the locusts ate them up.”
“You have an evil mind, kid.”
“ I’m working on it,” Jack said. “And w hat’s up with these
locusts, anyway?”
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“They come out o f the ground, lay their eggs and die. The
young ones go back into the ground for seven more years. Then
they do it all over again.”
“So they stay awake for, like, two weeks?”
“I guess so.”
“T hat’s extra stupid.”
“It must serve some purpose. Who knows what?”
The trees and the cars and the sides o f houses were covered
with locusts. They looked like grasshoppers only with broader
backs and shorter legs, a brown line running down the center o f
the Kelly green topshell where the wings folded together. At the
edge o f the lake Miles caught one in his fingertips and spliced a
hook through its belly and cast it out on the stagnant green wa
ter. Jack jammed a ball-of dough onto his hook and lobbed it a
few yards. The sinker took it straight to the bottom.
“Bass in this lake,” Miles told Jack. “I’ve see them rise in the
spring. They’re down deep now, cooling on the bottom. Let’s see
if one rises to the bait.”
“Wickity-whack,’’Jack said.
“So what about your room?” Miles asked. “There’s more to
this than the Rolling Stones.”
“Black is the color o f my true love’s hair,” Jack said.
The tip o f Jack’s pole began to twitch. He pulled back and
stood up and the fish on the other end began to peel o ff line.
“Tighten the drag,” Miles said.
“DA-H A H,” Jack said. He tightened up a bit and jerked a
small ugly fish onto the sand, a black and white mottled carp, its
flesh peeled away in places like old wallpaper. Miles put his own
pole down and wet his hands. The hook was deep in the fish’s
gullet, and he had to reach in with a pair o f needle-nose pliers to
extract it.
“I’m sorry,” Miles said. “I’m sorry to hurt you.”
The fish rolled and flopped in the sand and blood spurted
from its open mouth. The hook came loose, along with part o f
the fish’s entrails. Miles stood up for a second. Jack smashed the
fish under the heel o f his shoe. He twisted his m outh up and
looked as if he was going to cry. He scraped the bottom o f his
shoe against a rock and walked away, throwing his arms in the
air.
Miles packed up the gear and trudged back to the house.
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Beside the kitchen door Claire was spraying white powder on
a trellised rose bush.
Uncle Billy’s porn shop was set out on a bend o f the White
Horse Pike between two produce stands. Facing the road on one
side o f the door was a photograph o f a nine foot whip-wielding
dominatrix, on the other side a young girl on her hands and knees,
bound at the ankles, handcuffed at the wrists, a red ball plugged
into her open mouth. At the center, above the short opening,
was a sign that said, “ Uncle Billy’s.” A caricature o f a balding
avuncular man in suspenders smiled beneficently downward.
Three motorcycles were cut into the space o f gravel beneath
the submissive girl; they were large, immaculate, expensive-lookmg. A paper sign on the smeared doorglass said, “Push H ard.”
Miles pushed through the door that asked to be pushed hard.
Uncle Billy, unmistakably, was standing high up at the counter in
front o f a small oscillating fan. The front o f the shop was occu
pied by three bikers who picked their way am ong the cluttered
aisles like a band o f foraging bears.
“H ere’s one,” a tall skinny boy said. “Gang Bang.”
“Wfe already seen that one,” said another.
“We see that one every night,” laughed the fat bearded one.
Then all three laughed.
Billy said to Miles, “W hat you want?” The fan rustled the hairs
that sprouted like brittle weeds from the top o f his skull.
“I want to see the show.”
“You want to see the show?” Uncle Billy said, pointing a fin
ger toward the purple curtain above which a sign said, Live Show.
Taped to the wall was a piece o f red construction paper on which
was printed in childish block letters: Only one person at one time in
the booths. Violators will be baredfor life.
Miles pushed through the purple drapery, trying his best not
to touch anything. A long hallway confronted him. O n the right
side the paneled wall seemed solid, on the left there were small
lights, like nightlights, above a row o f curtained booths that re
minded him o f the booths they’d used to have in penny arcades
to take your picture, three for a quarter. He stopped for a m o
ment to listen to the low grunting sounds o f the men in the
booths. The end booth, curtain drawn back, was vacant. The
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wooden floor was tacky and the soles o f his shoes stuck to it. He
edged in sideways and sat down with his hands on his knees. He
opened his wallet and fed a ten dollar bill into the slot and a black
screen dropped down. Patsy Kogod was in the room. She stood
tilted forward on a pair o f spiked heels so high and slender they
wobbled, and she was draped in an ill-fitting leather costume, as
if she’d recently replaced a much larger employee. It was done
up with black fishnet at the exposed midriff, leather shorts and
fishnet stockings, a dog collar with silver studs and a large eyebolt at the base o f her skull. You could easily see the collar from
behind because her magenta-colored hair was cut short and
twisted into jagged points on top. Miles looked at her narrow
back, her rickety bowed legs. Above his head a red bulb flashed
on. A voice from somewhere inside the booth informed him
that the girl he was looking at wanted him desperately. She was
hungry for his throbbing member; she was thirsty for some cumquenching action. Miles laughed, even as he realized he had an
erection. The black screen fell and he put another ten into the
changer and the screen jerked up again. The girl on the other
side o f the glass removed her top; she licked her chapped pale
lips in a not very convincing manner. The voice informed Miles
that he could do whatever he felt like doing to the girl. At the
same time, she turned languidly to reveal a scarred back, the ver
tebrae clearly visible beneath the parchment-colored skin. On
either shoulder a flurry o f welts rose up like a fresh case of
measles. The voice told Miles that the girl wanted to be fucked
and beaten. She was bad, that was what she deserved. Only a
man like Miles could hurt her in just the right way. So that it was
good. So that she would be good. The girl wanted to be good,
the voice said. She just didn’t know how. She needed a man like
Miles, a firm hand. At this a man in a black leather mask came
into the room. He was naked from the waist up and carried with
him a leather whip and a conventional dog’s leash, a thin chrome
chain attached to a droopy yellow handgrip. The screen dropped
and Miles exited the booth before the first lash o f the whip came
down.
“How’d you like the show?” Billy asked.
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“ It was good,” Miles said, m oving toward the door. “It was
very well done.”
“Well shit fuck piss,” said Uncle Billy.
The straight narrow road cut through the scorched pine forest:
blackened trees like men from times gone by, gesturing. Many o f
the mailboxes in front o f the ranch homes and trailers had the
name Kogod stenciled and scrawled on them, as if the place
itself might be named Kogod. Patsy’s .house was a small red bun
galow set fifty feet o ff a back road. Miles tapped the back o f his
hand on the screen door frame.
“Hey there John Bentley,” Patsy said, com ing into dark blurry
focus on the other side o f it. “H ow you making?”
“I wanted to see you.”
“You know where I work at. H ow ’d you find me?”
“I wanted to see you outside o f work.”
“It’s a hundred dollars,” Patsy said. “I have a kid in here. It’s a
hundred dollars. All right? H ow ’d you find me?”
“I followed you.”
A small TV flickered in the cramped living room. A little girl
with feathery blond hair sat crosslegged on the greenish-black
shag carpet, staring at it.
Patsy turned and went into the bedroom and Miles followed
after her. He looked over his shoulder. The little girl was still
staring at the TV set. Patsy was taking o ff her clothes. She pulled
the clothes from Miles and they fell together into the unmade
bed. “G et in,” Patsy said. Miles thought she was talking to him,
but she was talking to the little girl who was standing in the open
doorway. Miles looked at the little girl and she went away. He
pressed his face into the hollow o f Patsy’s collarbone and came
in a few short strokes.
“Your daughter?” Miles asked, sitting up.
“My ball and chain.”
“She seems all right to me.”
“You can’t get her,” Patsy said, and w hipped her head from
side to side. “I don’t allow that. You can go again if you want to
but that’s it, a hundred bucks. But you can’t get her. I don’t allow
that. You want head this time? W hat you want?”
“T hat’s all right. T hat was enough.”
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Patsy laughed. “Come again. Any time.” Then, “You want
her? How much?”
“No, I don’t want her.”
“You and me both.”
She had a giggling fit, stood up and walked around the room
picking up dungs while Miles put on his clothes. He gave her the
hundred dollars and went out. At die door Patsy said, “D on’t tell
Uncle Billy you were over here. D on’t tell Billy. You come back
any time but just don’t you tell Billy.”
“I won’t tell anybody,” Miles promised. “My lips are sealed.”
“You’re sweet. Next time I’ll show you a better time. Come
back again and I’ll really get you going. I was tired tonight. You
liked it all right?”
“I liked it fine.”
Patsy giggled. “You’re easy mister,” she said. “You’re too damn
easy.” She stood just inside the threshold and her robe fell open
and her small pale breasts spilled out. The little girl crawled in
the open space between her m other’s legs.
“You and me both.”
Miles got into his car and went home. He sat by him self in
the kitchen, drinking beer. Outside the window he could hear
die rhythmic pok o f driven golf balls.
“Seven out, take the line,” the stickman hollered.
Miles reached out to pick up the bets on the pass line. He
straightened his back and groaned; his feet were killing him, his
sciatic nerve screaming. At die center o f die table sat an old
man, counting money. His name was David Mackie, and he’d
been sitting behind a craps table for forty years. He claimed to
have worked for Bugsy Siegel at The Flamingo and to have killed
a man in a barfight, in self-defense, followed by five years in
Joliet.
He looked up at Miles and said: “When you can no longer
stand up then you must sit down.”
He sang an ancient shanty about Jonah in the belly o f the
whale. He droned chorus after chorus above the clang and ping
o f slot machines, bets called out, money won and money lost.
“I am dying Egypt,” Cleo said.
“Well then drop dead already,” Slater said.
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“They will fire us hence like foxes,” Caesar said.
“Life in the post-modern,” Slater said. “You never know which
century you’re standing in around here. Ah, well,” Slater said.
“Forth on the godly sea.”
The two men went on break together and sat in the employ
ees’ cafeteria, drinking coffee.
“I’m having an affair,” Miles said to Slater. “I’m seeing some
one.”
“Yeah, so?” Slater asked. “Want a medal?”
“Well, aren’t you just a little bit surprised?”
“Why should I be? It’s about time you wised up. I’m happy to
tlunk I may have been a good influence on you, in a negative sort
o f way.”
“I’m in it but I’m not happy about it,” Miles said. “I want to
stop.”
“These things run their course soon enough,” Slater said. “Sit
back and enjoy it while you can. Does Claire know?”
“I don’t think she has any idea. I’d be surprised.”
“Then you’re living. Listen, Miles, don’t be dopey. You work
hard and pull the plow here in good old bag-over-head America.
Does it hurt anything very much if you take the bag off, at least
once in a while? Breathe the clean fresh air and lead the clean
good life o f a real American person? I hate to say it, big fella, but
you’re a bit o f a stiff. I mean, who does everything they’re sup
posed to do except a chum p? I t’s a sign th at your life is
unexamined. And you know w hat they say about the unexammed
life?”
“What?”
“Well, don’t let me be the one to break the news to you then.
But I will say this: if you looked into your own heart once in a
while you’d see how scared and lonely you are, w hat a big fat
failure you’ve made o f your life. Fifteen years ago, perhaps, you
thought you’d go back to school, change jobs, maybe even fall in
love again. But you didn’t. W hat you have in front o f you is
pretty much w hat you’re stuck with. Face up to that, my friend,
and the fun can begin! I’d like to get married, actually, just so I
could fool around. And the girls eat it up, getting something they’re
not supposed to have. I cruise the bars once in a while with a
wedding band on and you can’t believe how I do.”
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“You actually tell women you’re married when you’re not?”
“Sure, why not? They like it, and it keeps them o ff my back
in the long term.”
“ Talking to you is like talking to the Devil in a cheap suit,”
Miles said
“Watch it,” Slater said. “This suit cost eight hundred dollars.”
“I can’t stop thinking about her,” Miles said.
“Try phone sex,” Slater said. “Did you ever try phone sex?
It’s great. Cost you an arm and a leg, though.”
“I don’t think I could with Claire in the house. Seems a bit
demeaning, anyway.”
“Most o f conscious existence is demeaning,” Slater said, light
ing a cigarette.
“This is the No Smoking section,” Miles said.
“I find No Smoking sections highly demeaning.”
Miles stood fishing in the still afternoon. He cast a hand-painted
plug that had been his father’s out onto the surface o f the stag
nant green lake. He jerked the tip o f the pole and the plug popped
and wriggled to simulate a wounded minnow. The green day
hummed all around him. The sound o f locusts echoed o ff the
trees. Jack came up the path from the house, pulling a teenage
girl by the hand.
“This is Alison Six,” Jack said.
“Hello Miss Six,” Miles said.
“Call me Alison,” Alison Six said.
She stood in front o f Miles, flexing the tips o f her fingers.
She was thin and blond, done up in tight black clothes, silver
bangles at her wrists and throat.
“I just came back from a trip with my church group,” Alison
Six said. “We went to help relieve the coal miners o f Kentucky.”
“And how are the coal miners o f Kentucky?”
“Poor,” Alison Six said. “And not very clean.”
“W hat did you do down there?”
“We baked brownies and prayed a lot. It was all right. I’m
glad I’m not a miner o f coal in Kentucky, though. You can have
that. I was thinking about doing missionary work, but if you
land in a place like that I mean, let’s be real.”
“Yes,” Miles said. “Let’s be real.”
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“T hat’s right.” Alison Six looked at Miles. She blinked her
eyes and did a little pirouette on the tips o f her shoes.
“Come on,” Jack said, taking her by the hand. “Let him get a
girlfriend o f his own.”
“W ho says I’m anybody’s g rlfn en d ?” Alison Six wanted to
know.
“It’s been years since I baked a huckleberry pie,” Claire said to
Miles. She rinsed the huckleberries Miles had picked on his way
back from the lake.
“I bought a new pie basket and I want to try it out. We can
take it to my parents’ house. We’re having dinner with them Fri
day night.”
“ Can I ask what exactly is a pie basket?”
“It’s a basket that you carry your pie in.”
“Why would you need a pie basket, Claire?”
“I already answered that question once, but if you must. You
need a pie basket to carry your pie in because if you don’t then it
sloshes around on the floor o f the car. Maybe the crust breaks.
Maybe it’s still a bit w arm and you w ouldn’t w ant it on your lap,
especially in August in a car that has no air conditioning. And the
basket is ventilated, so the pie can cool while your carry it along
with you. Look here.”
Claire brought out a wicker basket that looked like a picnic
basket with little plastic sunflowers twisted into the handle and
green ribbon patterned with tiny sunflowers stitched around the
lid.
“See?” Claire said, opening the basket. “T here’s a well in the
basket where a twelve inch pie plate can sit, snug as a bug.” She
beamed.
“It’s just lovely,” Miles said, and lum bered o ff into the pan
eled living room.

Patsy Kogod jabbed the point o f a syringe into the pad o f flesh
behind her knee. She was thin and sickly as a child: corpse-white
skin, vacant smile, butch-cut hair the color o f strawberry pie.
H er m outh went all gluey, then she lit a cigarette and got expan
sive.
“ Uncle Billy came after me when I was twelve,” Patsy said to
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Miles, “and he aint never let up since then. Once time I seen him
chew the head o ff a live squirrel.”
She took her top o ff and turned her back to Miles.
“He like to burn me with his cigarettes,” Patsy said. “He like
that more than anything on this earth, to burn me. And I let him.
I let him do it. I don’t know no other way how to be.”
“You could say no,” Miles said.
“N o I can’t,” Patsy said.
Miles grabbed the cigarette from her. He took both o f her
wrists in one hand and touched the cigarette to her back with the
other.
“T hat’s extra,” Patsy said as Miles pushed the smoking ciga
rette into her shoulder. “You can do it but it’s extra.”
“Bill me,” Miles said. He lost himself in the sour scent at the
nape o f her neck, the disorder o f the room, the last fat motes o f
daylight spinning o ff the tall trees in the space just beyond the
blinded window. He peeled the condom o ff in the middle o f it
and knew that he’d crossed a line. What was it like here on the
other side where people just did whatever came to mmd, lust and
squalor and hopelessness like the dark shaft o f a centerpole in a
tent where all the lights had been extinguished, night vision, shad
ows and silvery shapes as they rose and fell, everything in the
world reduced to seeming, down and down. He slapped mind
lessly at her as she seemed for a mom ent to disappear and then
to reappear; she cried out and stiffened at the hips and he held to
her, two bony points like the spokes o f a wheel that he turned
w ithout sail or compass. He had a momentary urge to break one
o f her arms but resisted it.
Afterward, Patsy fell asleep. Miles dressed, closed die bed
room door behind him, sat for a while in the dank airless clut
tered living room. The little girl, whose name was Stevie, crawled
across his lap. He held her up in front o f him: she was heavy,
solid.
“You’re a dirty, smelly little girl,” Miles said. She stared back
at him with luminous black pupils.
Miles gave lithe Stevie a bath and while she soaked he told
her the story o f a floating plastic bunnyrabbit that wished he
was a fish. When she was clean and dry he covered her in an
oversized Susie-Bnte T-shirt, then took her into die kitchen and
fixed her some supper, tomato soup with litde goldfish crackers
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that wished they were bunnyrabbits. He had some himself, washed
the dishes and went home.
“Let’s go to Nova Scotia next summer,” Claire said to Miles at
dinner. Jack was out somewhere with Alison Six and it was just
the two of them, Miles tripping over himself to be solicitous.
“Let’s go up there and eat lox and Canadian bagels for a week.”
“Sounds good,” Miles said. “Do we need to bring our own
cream cheese?”
“Probably. But maybe they have a Canadian way to eat it. We
can drive up the coast and get this overnight ferry in Bar Harbor.
I’ve been reading about it. Even Jack will want to go, I bet.”
“Maybe Alison Six will want to tag along.”
“You know how to wreck a mom’s good time,” Claire said.
Miles went into the refrigerator and opened a beer. The house
was quiet. The appliances hummed in a way that pleased him.
This was his. Why did he have to go and throw it all away? That
was the question, wasn’t it? Yes, that was the question that, if
you gave the right answer, they paid you all the money.
“I am telling you, my friend, that you are there for one reason
and one reason only,” Slater said, exhaling cigarette smoke. “You
do not go to a plumber expecting to purchase a diamond ring,
neither do you employ a carpet cleaning service to install a new
roof.”
“This isn’t the Yellow Pages,” Miles said.
“Maybe it ought to be,” Slater added. “If you’re about to do
what I think you’re about to do then maybe somebody should
tell you to run on home, your mamma’s calling you.” Slater looked
at Miles, blinked, puffed his cigarette. “For the love of fuck, Miles,”
he said finally.
“Do you love Alison Six?” Miles asked Jack. He stood in the
center o f Jack’s bedroom, tapping a golfball in and out o f a plas
tic cup.
“What kind of question is that?” Jack wanted to know.
“I thought you liked questions,” Miles said, glancing at the
wallpaper that Claire had chosen to cover the black paint. Red
and gold question marks the size o f dollar bills, some o f them
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upended, floated in a vibrant field o f blue. “I’m not against ask
ing the tough questions,” Claire had said. “I never said that.”
“I’m just curious,” Miles said. “It’s about time you fell in love.
Everybody does, you know. Oftentimes not to their overwhelm
ing advantage.”
“I guess I do,” Jack said. “Except that she’s a gigantic pain in
the ass some o f the time, I think she’s— excellent.”
“I suppose she is pretty excellent,” Miles said.
“She’s not like anybody I ever met.”
“You’re a goner,” Miles said, handing Jack the club. “Want to
play some golf?”
“Want to jab a pointy stick in my eye?” asked Jack.
“You can’t come back.” Claire said. She was wearing an apron
printed with yellow tea roses, her face and hands smudged with
flour.
“No. I know that.”
“Pathetic fat unintelligent loser,” Claire added, slapping the
dough down on the floured board. All through the quiet house
and even as he stood at the front door Miles could hear her,
slapping it. Then the slapping noise blended with the reedy sound
o f her voice, the first few words o f a song, an old favorite o f
hers, “Too Young to Go Steady.”
Miles drove the country road in the hot windless August after
noon. The blue Escort rattled and pinged for some time after he
turned the engine off.
“I can’t keep away from you,” Miles said, pushing through
the unlocked screen door.
“I’m a regular Sharon Stone, I guess.”
They stood together in the cluttered living room. Patsy was
dressed for work. Miles stepped forward and grabbed her by the
dog collar that hung loosely at her throat.
“I love you,” Miles said.
Patsy blinked hard and clutched at herself as if a chill had
just run through her. She blinked again and looked down at the
space o f carpet at her feet. She kicked it with the pointed tips o f
her boots. Little Stevie crawled up and sat down on the tops o f
Miles’ shoes.
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“You can quit that now,” Miles said, releasing the dog collar.
“I’m here. I can take care o f you.” Patsy walked stiffly into the
bedroom, dropped a few articles o f clothing onto the bed, smiled
wanly and sat down with her hands folded between her knees.
Miles picked up little Stevie and hefted her backwards across his
right shoulder. She tangled her fingers in his hair; her clothing
was sticky and she smelled bad; she made tiny gurgling sounds in
his ear. She’d need a bath, Miles thought, and some dinner. “Time
for a visit with Mr. Bunnyrabbit,” Miles whispered, closing his
eyes for just a moment.
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Carol Frith
I T

h i n k of

T

ime

Which way do you take up the thread?
The air itself seems to burn:
an old angel on a stick.
I have a memory o f light from
another room— a candle?
Survive, says the light.
This is the kind o f thing light
always says. The old angel
sniffs, names her right wing
tatters. It hangs useless,
its chronology broken.
Show me the candle, breathes
the angel. I hold it close
to her, try to set her wing
on fire. Asbestos, she shrugs,
a standard convention among angels.
She’s as voluntary as a light wave.
Why areyou shaped like a woman?
I ask her.
Why areyou made of words?
she snaps.
The old angel isn’t happy. I’ve
taken up the thread on the wrong
day. There is no journey here—
no forward, no back.
The angel’s stick is nailed to
the floor. I listen to the static
from her broken wing.
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CONTRIBUTORS
R obert B ense haspoems currently in Poetry Northwest, Free Lunch,
and Seneca Review. Poems areforthcoming in Poetry, Salmagundi,
and Southern Poetry Review
M ich ael Carlson is a graduate of the University of Iowa and a recipi
ent of afellowship from the Bucknell Seminarfor Younger Poets. He lives
in Brooklyn, N Y.

G ary D uehr lives in Boston, where he is aphotographer and visual arts
critic. In 2001, he received an N E A Poetry Fellowship. His collections of
poetry are Winter Light (Four Way Books, 1999) and Where Every
one Is Going To (St. Andrews College Press, 1999). His work has
appeared in journals including Agni, American Literary Review, and
Iowa Review.

Carol Frith co-edits Ekphrasis with her husband, Faverne. Her work
appears in Many Mountains Moving, Borderlands, The Chariton
Review, Baltimore Review, and Faultline, among others. A three-time
finalistfor the Howard Nemerov Sonnet Award, she studied languages at
the University of California at Davis.

B randi H om an received her AI.A. from the University of Illinois at
Chicago. Her poems have appeared in Yemassee, The Lyric, Inner
Weather, and Marble Bag.

G eorge M cC orm ick spent afewyears in Missoula, attending the Uni
versity of Montana. Since then he has been washing dishes and splitting his
time between Cooke City, M T and Madison, WI.
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M ong-L an is a visual artist and writer whose first book of poems, Song
o f the Cicadas, won the 2000 Juniper Pn^e. Recent poems appear in
New American Writing, jubilat, Fence, North American Review,
and the Pushcart Prize Anthology XXIV, among others. She received
her M .F A . from the University of Arizona, Tucson.

B onnie N elso n was born and raised, a loggers daughter, at thefoot of
the Olympic Mountains on the Ouillayute Prairie where she still lives with
her husband and children, three mules and apassel of German Jagdterners.
Her poems have appeared in The Bellingham Review, Cedar Rock,
The Christian Science Monitor, and the Kansas Quarterly, among
others.

A m y S tu ber received her PhD from the University of Kansas and has
spent the last threeyears teaching writing and literature at Haskell Indian
Nations University. Her most recentfiction appears in The Santa Monica
Review and The Antioch Review.

A n th on y W allace lives and works near Atlantic City where he was a
casino supervisor for manyyears. He traded a life of moneyed disaffection
fo r one of impoverished engagement at Boston University's Creative Writing
Program. His work appears in the Florida Review, the Atlanta Review,
New Millennium Writings, Sou’wester, and River Styx. He is cur
rently an English instructor at Atlantic Cape Community College.

E lio t K h alil W ilson teaches writing and literature at the University of
Alabama. Hispoems have appeared in APR, Ploughshares, The Jour
nal, and Carolina Quarterly, among others.

A fter incarnations as a dry cleaning attendant, a pi^ya deliverer, an art
teacher, and an innkeeper, M ike W right is now an assemblage artist who
has exhibited work in Japan, New York, Provincetown, Missoula, and
throughout Montana. The works that appear here are from her current
series Impressions o f the West.
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G uidelines for Artists and Writers
CutBank is interested in art, poetry, and fiction o f high quality
and serious intent. We regularly print work by both well-known
and previously unpublished artists. All manuscripts are consid
ered for the Richard H ugo Memorial Poetry Award and the A. B.
Guthrie, Jr. Short Fiction Award.
♦ We accept submissions from August 15 until March 15. D ead
line for the spring issue is November 15; deadline for the fall
issue is March 15.
♦ Include a stamped, self-addressed envelope for response or
return o f submitted material.
♦ Manuscripts must be typed or letter-quality printout, double
spaced, and paginated. Your name should appear on each page.
We encourage the use o f paper clips rather than staples.
♦ Fiction writers should submit only one story at a time, no longer
than 40 pages. Poets may submit up to 5 poems at one time.
♦ Artists and photographers may submit up to 5 works at one
time. Send slides or reproductions only; do not send original art.
♦ If a piece has been submitted simultaneously to another pub
lication, please let us know.
♦ Please address all submissions to the appropriate editor—
poetry, fiction, or art— at the following address:
CutBank
D epartm ent o f English
University o f Montana
Missoula, MT 59812

w w w .u m t.ed u /cutbank
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An invitation to subscribe to

C utB a n k
M ontanas prem ier literary magazine
Published twice yearly

1 year only $12.00 ____
2 years only $22.00 ____
Back issues:________________
Back issues are $4.00 each (except CutBank 40,
which is $6.00)

N am e ________________________________
Address ______________________________
City _________________ State

Zip

Please mail order form to:

C u tB a n k S ubscriptions
D ep artm en t o f English
T he University o f M ontana
Missoula, M T 59812
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W e're throw ing a p arty and you are invited. Join keynote
speaker Joyce Carol Oates and special guests M arilyn Hacker
and Greg Johnson as we celebrate Prairie Schooner's 75 years
of continuous publication. Readings by a host of illustrious
Prairie Schooner authors, and panels and lectures exploring
the state of literary m agazines and the creative w riting com 
m unity at the beginning of this new m illenium . A nd th at's just
the conference! Come to N ebraska next fall to help us cel
ebrate; we m ay be 75, but w e're still in shape to stay up late.

Prairie Schooner

75.

Prairie Schooner
75 th Anniversary
Celebration
and Conference
October 12-13, 2001
Lincoln, Nebraska
For m ore inform ation,
contact Kate Flaherty at
Prairie Schooner
201 A ndrew s Hall
Lincoln, n e 68588-0334
(402) 472-0495
schooner75th@aol.com
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A J o u r n a l o f W riting & A rt
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Willia m H. Gass
M a r il y n Hacker

A m iri Baraka
A drienne Su
John Knoepfle
Judith Ortiz Cofer
W illiam Jay Smith
Carolyn Kizer
Gerald Early
Maxine Kumin
A n to n Chekhov
Edw idge Danticat

Com plexity. . .
It's amazing.
Join ou r fam ily o f subscribers:
$ 17 one year; $28 tw o years (4 /yr.)
5101 Rockhill Road
University o f Missouri-Kansas City
Kansas City, Mo. 641 10
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Quarterly West
“ Quarterly West is am ong a select
few literary magazines consistently
publishing w ork o f interest to us.”

C harles S c rib n e r’s Sons

Ai
Agha Shahid All
David Baker
Jeanne M arie B eaum ont
C hristopher Buckley
Fred Chappell
Alan Cheuse
H . E. Francis
Patricia G oedicke
A lbert G oldbarth
T. R . H um m er
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R odney Jones
Allison Joseph
Philip Levine
Larry Levis
W illiam M atthews
Beauvais M cC addon
Lynne M cM ahon
A ntonya N elson
Lucia Perillo
Jan R am jerdi
Bin R am ke

M aurya Simon
Sherod Santos
Gary Soto
N ance Van W inckel
Gordon Weaver
Charles H arper W ebb
Bruce Weigl
David W ojahn
R o b e rt W rigley
Paul Z im m er

* Pushcart Prize: 1996, 1998, 2 0 0 0 * Best American Short Stories: 1 9 9 6 *
Best American Poetry: 1997, 2 0 0 0 * N e w Stories fro m the South: 1 9 9 7 , 1 9 9 8

Sponsors o f a biennial novella
competition since 1982 .
S u b s c r ip t io n s :

1 year (2 issues) $12.00
2 years (4 issues) $21.00
Single issues $7.50

Quarterly West
University of Utah
200 S Central Campus Dr, R m 317
Salt Lake City U T 84112-9109
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Photography
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Robert Bly
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Editor
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p o e tr y fic tio n p h o to g r a p h y e s s a y s r e v ie w s
- Literary M agazine Review

“GMR is solid, handsome, comprehensive.”
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